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EBA  AT  N  S  Y  QL 
LEX  AT  N  S  N  QL 
MCD  AT  C  C  N  QN 
POLI  AT/AL  N  S  Y  QL 
RPD  AL  N  S  N  QL 
SAT  AL  N  S  Y  QL 
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M  13.84 
SD  8.36 
SEM  1.06 
Upper 95% Mean  15.96 
Lower 95% Mean  11.72 
















Std Dev 2.69 
Std Err Mean 0.56 
Upper 95% Mean 6.73 


















Std Dev 6.48 
Std Err Mean 1.04 
Upper 95% Mean 20.82 










































































































































































































































































































































































Tradeoff  n  M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Low  31  226.64  96.17  15.04 
2.13  .0188* 








































Tradeoff  n  M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Low  31  7.77  5.74  0.88 
1.88  .0329* 













































Tradeoff  n  M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Low  31  ‐0.11  0.69  0.12 
2.44  .0089* 





























































































Level            n      M          SD 
RAN  12  189.36  70.55
SAT  5  252.08  102.51
RPD  5  146.85  41.83
DE  5  131.24  36.29







Strategy  n  M  SD 
RAN  12  250.93  89.77 
DE  5  231.41  49.98 
RPD  3  218.58  111.12 
LEX  3  168.58  49.96 
POLI  3  129.75  62.26 
SAT  2  318.84  197.09 
WADD  1  363.91   
POLI2DE  1  223.62   






























































































Tradeoff   n    M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Low  31  53.87  43.90  8.65 
1.01  .1572 








Tradeoff   n  M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Low  31  ‐16.03  16.76  3.31 
0.68  .2499 












Tradeoff   n    M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Low  31  51.01  21.45  5.24 
0.49  .3143 








Tradeoff   n  M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Low  31  20.24  27.12  5.63 
1.16  .1256 



































Experience  n  M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Novice  23  178.29  78.17  17.57 
1.74  .0874** 






























Experience  n  M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Novice  23  6.00  5.23  1.04 
0.74  .2305 





























Experience  n  M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Novice  23  ‐0.18  0.69  0.14 
2.53  .0071* 



























































































































Experience   n    M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Novice  23  61.70  47.10  10.13 
0.21  .8354 








Experience   n    M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Novice  23  ‐15.80  15.81  3.84 
0.59  .5542 









Experience   n    M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Novice  23  42.73  12.90  5.86 
2.18  .0334* 














Experience   n    M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Novice  23  20.01  17.38  6.56 
0.93  .3574 












































Level      Least Sq Mean
Low Tradeoff, Veteran  A     254.69
Low Tradeoff, Novice     B  192.57
High Tradeoff, Veteran     B  189.89



















































Level      Least Sq Mean
Low Tradeoff, Veteran  A     8.0588235
Low Tradeoff, Novice  A  B  7.4285714
High Tradeoff, Veteran  A  B  6.1363636






































Level      Least Sq Mean
High Tradeoff, Veteran  A     0.39
Low Tradeoff, Veteran  A  B  0.09
High Tradeoff, Novice  A  B  0.08































































































































































Door  Roof  Truck  Window 
Tradeoff  High  Low     High Low   High Low   High Low 
DE  1  0  3  0  0  0  4  2 
EBA  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  1 
LEX  0  3  0  0  0  0  0  0 
MCD  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
POLI  0  0  1  2  0  0  1  1 
POLI2DE  1  0  0  1  0  0  0  0 
RAN  4  3  3  1  0  0  5  8 
RPD  1  0  1  2  0  0  3  1 
SAT  0  0  2  1  0  1  3  0 
WADD  0  0     0  0    0  0    0  1 










Experience  Roof  Door  Truck  Window
Novice  5 (36%)  3 (21%)  1 (7%) 5(36%) 












Experience  Roof  Door  Truck  Window 
Novice  2 (22%)  4 (45%)  1 (11%) 2(22%) 




























Experience  Tradeoff  n  Mean [%] SD  SE 
Novice  High  9  ‐18.0  14.17 4.72
Novice  Low  14  ‐14.4  17.1  4.58
Veteran  High  22  ‐15.2  18.0  3.83
Veteran  Low  16  ‐23.5  21.8  5.46
 
Table 28: Interaction of Normalized Minimum HR by Tradeoff and Experience 
Level   ‐ Level  Difference  Std Err Dif  Lower CL  Upper CL  p‐Value 
NOV‐Low  VET‐Low  9.11  6.74  ‐4.39  22.61  .1819 
VET‐High  VET‐Low  8.27  6.05  ‐3.85  20.39  .1773 
NOV‐High  VET‐Low  5.47  7.68  ‐9.91  20.84  .4793 
NOV‐Low  NOV‐High  3.64  7.87  ‐12.12  19.41  .6451 
VET‐High  NOV‐High  2.80  7.29  ‐11.79  17.39  .7022 





Experience  Tradeoff  n  Mean [%] SD  SE 
Novice  High  9  50.8  35.1 11.69
Novice  Low  14  68.7  53.5 14.30
Veteran  High  22  55.1  47.7 10.18
Veteran  Low  16  64.4  52.8 13.20
 
Table 30: Interaction of Normalized Maximum HR by Tradeoff and Experience 
Level   ‐ Level  Difference  Std Err Dif  Lower CL  Upper CL  p‐Value 
NOV‐Low  NOV‐High  17.93  20.93  ‐23.97  59.84  .3950 
NOV‐Low  VET‐High  13.58  16.74  ‐19.95  47.11  .4206 
VET‐Low  NOV‐High  13.58  20.41  ‐27.29  54.44  .5085 
VET‐Low  VET‐High  9.23  16.09  ‐22.99  41.45  .5685 
NOV‐Low  VET‐Low  4.35  17.92  ‐31.54  40.24  .8090 










Experience  Tradeoff  n  Mean [%] SD  SE 
Novice  High  9  16.9  17.4 5.78 
Novice  Low  14  22.0  17.7 4.74 
Veteran  High  22  21.6  30.5 6.50 
Veteran  Low  16  36.1  44.9 11.23
 
Table 32: Interaction of Normalized Minimum BP by Tradeoff and Experience 
Level   ‐ Level  Difference  Std Err Dif  Lower CL  Upper CL  p‐Value 
VET‐Low  NOV‐High  19.24  13.09  ‐6.98  45.46  .1472 
VET‐Low  VET‐High  14.49  10.32  ‐6.19  35.16  .1660 
VET‐Low  NOV‐Low  14.08  11.49  ‐8.95  37.11  .2259 
NOV‐Low  NOV‐High  5.16  13.42  ‐21.72  32.04  .7021 
VET‐High  NOV‐High  4.75  12.43  ‐20.15  29.65  .7038 






Experience  Tradeoff  n  Mean [%] SD  SE 
Novice  High  9  42.9  9.9  3.29 
Novice  Low  14  42.6  14.9 3.98 
Veteran  High  22  54.4  24.1 5.14 
Veteran  Low  16  65.2  44.5 11.13
 
Table 34: Interaction of Normalized Maximum BP by Tradeoff and Experience  
Level   ‐ Level  Difference  Std Err Dif  Lower CL  Upper CL  p‐Value 
VET‐Low  NOV‐Low  22.53  10.35  1.81  43.24  .0336* 
VET‐Low  NOV‐High  22.29  11.78  ‐1.29  45.88  .0635** 
VET‐High  NOV‐Low  11.71  9.66  ‐7.64  31.07  .2305 
VET‐High  NOV‐High  11.48  11.19  ‐10.92  33.88  .3092 
VET‐Low  VET‐High  10.81  9.29  ‐7.79  29.41  .2492 





























































Time Pressure  n  M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Low   31  92.61  69.05  11.32 
1.59  .0583** 















































Time Pressure  n  M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Low   31  2.81  2.27  0.45 
0.29  .1825 






























Time Pressure  n  M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Low   31  0.32  0.68  0.13 
0.65  .2592 






























































































































































Time Pressure   n    M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Low  30  70.05  62.70  9.73 
1.92  .0301* 














Time Pressure   n    M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Low  30  ‐14.64  18.56  3.55 
0.47  .3208 









Time Pressure   n    M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Low  30  42.02  41.24  5.87 
0.45  .3254 








Time Pressure   n    M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Low  30  26.80  38.78  5.61 
0.26  .3961 






























Experience  n  M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Novice  23  67.04  32.04  6.68 
1.22  .1137 





























 Experience  n  M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Novice   23  2.04  1.89  0.52 
1.14  .1282 




























 Experience  n  M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Novice   23  0.25  0.82  0.15 
1.12  .1342 






















































































































































Experience   n    M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Novice  23  62.59  53.68  11.41 
0.65  .2603 








Experience   n    M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Novice  23  ‐13.45  12.95  4.06 
0.00  .4991 








Experience   n    M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Novice  23  36.74  13.22  6.69 
0.64  .2624 












Experience   n    M  SD  SE  t ratio  p‐value 
Novice  23  20.13  18.47  6.35 
1.12  .1335 










































Level      Least Sq Mean
Low Time pressure, Veteran  A     110.75
Low Time pressure, Novice  A  B  70.58
High Time pressure, Veteran     B  69.40
























































































































































































































Experience  Novice  Veteran    Novice Veteran     Novice Veteran   
DE  0  1  0  0  0  1 
EBA  1  0  0  2  0  0 
LEX  0  0  0  0  0  0 
MCD  0  0  0  0  0  0 
POLI  0  0  0  0  0  1 
POLI2DE  0  0  0  0  0  0 
RAN  0  1  2  0  0  2 
RPD  2  5  4  6  0  0 
SAT  0  1  0  2  0  0 
WADD  0  0  0  0  0  0 







Experience  Novice  Veteran    Novice Veteran     Novice Veteran   
DE  1  2  0  0  0  0 
EBA  4  0  0  2  0  1 
LEX  0  0  0  0  0  0 
MCD  0  1  0  0  0  0 
POLI  0  0  0  1  0  0 
POLI2DE  0  0  0  0  0  0 
RAN  1  0  1  1  0  0 
RPD  3  4  4  3  0  1 
SAT  0  1  0  0  0  0 
WADD  0  0  0  0  0  0 























































































Experience  Attack  Back out  Cool  Window
Novice  8 (57%)  4 (29%)  1 (7%) 1 (7%) 







Experience  Attack  Back out  Cool  Window
Novice  7 (77.8%)  0  0  2 (22.2) 
























Level  n  M  SD  SEM
NOV‐Fast  9  ‐16.46  14.67  4.89
NOV‐Slow  14  ‐11.51  11.88  3.17
VET‐Fast  22  ‐10.61  22.21  4.73
VET‐Slow  16  ‐17.37  22.95  5.74
 
Table 58: Interaction of Normalized Minimum HR by Time Pressure and Experience 
Level   ‐ Level  Difference  Std Err Dif  Lower CL  Upper CL  p‐Value 
VET‐Fast  VET‐Slow  6.77  6.43  ‐6.10  19.64  .2969 
NOV‐Slow  VET‐Slow  5.87  7.16  ‐8.47  20.20  .4159 
VET‐Fast  NOV‐Fast  5.85  7.74  ‐9.65  21.35  .4527 
NOV‐Slow  NOV‐Fast  4.95  8.36  ‐11.78  21.69  .5558 
NOV‐Fast  VET‐Slow  0.91  8.15  ‐15.41  17.24  .9111 




Level  n  M  SD  SEM 
NOV‐Fast  9  51.59  45.30  15.10
NOV‐Slow  14  69.65  58.95  15.76
VET‐Fast  22  40.77  41.55  8.86







Level   ‐ Level  Difference  Std Err Dif  Lower CL  Upper CL  p‐Value 
VET‐Slow  VET‐Fast  29.63  17.77  ‐5.95  65.21  .1009 
NOV‐Slow  VET‐Fast  28.89  18.49  ‐8.14  65.91  .1237 
VET‐Slow  NOV‐Fast  18.81  22.53  ‐26.31  63.93  .4074 
NOV‐Slow  NOV‐Fast  18.06  23.10  ‐28.21  64.33  .4376 
NOV‐Fast  VET‐Fast  10.83  21.40  ‐32.02  53.67  .6149 




Level  n  M  SD  SEM 
NOV‐Fast  9  17.64  15.74  5.25
NOV‐Slow  14  21.73  20.44  5.46
VET‐Fast  22  27.61  21.29  4.54
VET‐Slow  16  31.24  50.01  12.50
 
Table 62: Interaction of Normalized Minimum BP by Time Pressure and Experience 
Level   ‐ Level  Difference  Std Err Dif  Lower CL  Upper CL  p‐Value 
VET‐Slow  NOV‐Fast  13.60  12.88  ‐12.19  39.39  .2953 
VET‐Fast  NOV‐Fast  9.97  12.23  ‐14.52  34.46  .4182 
VET‐Slow  NOV‐Slow  9.51  11.31  ‐13.14  32.16  .4038 
VET‐Fast  NOV‐Slow  5.88  10.57  ‐15.27  27.04  .5798 
NOV‐Slow  NOV‐Fast  4.09  13.20  ‐22.35  30.53  .7580 




Level  n  M  SD  SEM 
NOV‐Fast  9  36.14  9.98  3.33
NOV‐Slow  14  37.12  15.30  4.09
VET‐Fast  22  39.15  22.71  4.84









Level   ‐ Level  Difference  Std Err Dif  Lower CL  Upper CL  p‐Value 
VET‐Slow  NOV‐Fast  10.17  13.55  ‐16.97  37.310  .4562 
VET‐Slow  NOV‐Slow  9.19  11.90  ‐14.65  33.03  .4433 
VET‐Slow  VET‐Fast  7.16  10.69  ‐14.24  28.56  .5055 
VET‐Fast  NOV‐Fast  3.01  12.87  ‐22.77  28.78  .8161 
VET‐Fast  NOV‐Slow  2.03  11.12  ‐20.24  24.30  .8560 

























































































































































































































DE  AL/AT  N  S  Y  QL 
EBA  AT  N  S  Y  QL 
LEX  AT  N  S  N  QL 
MCD  AT  C  C  N  QN 
POLI  AT/AL  N  S  Y  QL 
POLI2DE  AT/AL/AT  N  S  Y  QL 
RPD  AL  N  S  N  QL 
SAT  AL  N  S  Y  QL 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Pure dimension‐based (LEX, EBA):     Veterans ~  8%; Novices: ~  8% 
 Mixed orientations (POLI2DE, POLI, DE):    Veterans ~26%; Novices: ~30% 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
low High Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
low High Low High 
y1..v~(~:L,t 
11\ i::J"tvt, ­CtJV!~r 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: __c,__J_CJ_I_I____ 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
Absolutely not 
~ 	It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
It is unlikely that people were in the house 
It is likely that people were in the house 
It is very likely that people were in the house 
Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
~sz.. -b -tJ\Me.. 0'- ~, ) () 0 G~ r- ~ 
f\Mk~ \ h~S(f\ \-t ~eQ 'e.<:.-~c..~ tr 







Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 	 Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: 	 Own Perfonnance: 
X; 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 








Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
II I I I I I I KI I ~ 









1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 1~ 









Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: L- .5 C)I ;( 




It is very unlikely that people were in the house 

It is unlikely that people were in the house 

'X It is likely that people were in the house 
It is very likely that people were in the house 
Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
~ ~O~5 VIettI e"i-('cf\~c.e..... 
This fire scenario was indicative of a(n): 

Incipient fire 





Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: 	 Own Performance: 
X 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
Low High Low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
II I I I IXI I I ~ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High 
Temporal Demand: . 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ~~ 

Low Hig~ I 
Effort: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 1~ 
Low Hig~ I 







-J-ro v bIt ~~r;Jl.J 
()+her (/Vl :I-S 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: _~L_" S~_O_)....:3____ 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
Absolutely not 
It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
It is unlikely that people were in the house 
Xl 	 It is likely that people were in the house 
It is very likely that people were in the house 
Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. fhcCf t:5aff/?1e I 







Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 	 Physical Demand: 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
1 2 
Low 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 









Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
II I I I )(I I I I I ~ 1 2 3 4 5 '6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High 
Temporal Demand: 





II IIX'I I I I I I I ~ 1 2 3 ;4' 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 





Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: --LY_'..:...-~_"'-_()_I_4- ___ 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
Absolutely not 
It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
It is unlikely that people were in the house 
)( 	It is likely that people were in the house 
It is very likely that people were in the house 
Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
This fire scenario was indicative of a(n): 
Incipient fire 











Temporal Demand: 	 Own Performance: 




Low High Low 	 High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1~ 
Low Hig~ I 
Physical Demand: 
Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
II I I I I I ~ I I rl1 2 3 4 5 6 7 '9 10 11 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: 




____ _ Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: __H-,--~_O_15 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
Absolutely not 
It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
It is unlikely that people were in the house 
" 	 It is likely that people were in the house 
It is very likely that people were in the house 
Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
va-£'c-k /11 & ~k~ 
This fire scenario was indicative of a(n): 
Incipient fire 





Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
)( )( 
1 	 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low 	 High 
Temporal Demand: 	 Own Performance: 
)( 
1 	 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low 	 High Good Bad 
Effort: 	 Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
Low High Low 	 High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
I 

Low High Low High 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Temporal Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1
1~ 





Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: __~tlI.!....:-H-",O,,-I-=",--____ 




It is very unlikely that people were in the house 

It is unlikely that people were in the house 

t><' It is likely that people were in the house 
It is very likely that people were in the house 
Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 







Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low High 
Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Good Bad 
Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
Low High Low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
II 1291 I I I I I I I ~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High 
Temporal Demand: 






1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
Low High Low High 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: HF0 Ir 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
:.....:. Absolutely not 

'.::: It is very unlikely that people were in the house 

lJ It is unlikely that people were in the house 

..xc It is likely that people were in the house 
.-, It is very likely that people were in the house 
:.::! Absolutely' 
This fire scenario was indicative of a(n): 






Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
Low High Low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
/1 I I I I I I I I X I n1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
Low High 
1 2 3 4 5 6 789 10 18 
Low Hig~ I Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1:~ 14 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Low Higt~ I Low High 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: __.1...tl'-!F--=o'-'_B ___ 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
Absolutely not 
It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
It is unlikely that people were in the house 
It is likely that people were in the house 
.~ It is very likely that people were in the house 
.J Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
A~~r re..." li\..e~~~,,~ ~~r c....J.J. .+~~ f I\tuf"M..~-\--.so,,,) 'I t uV'(A~ repJ (-W 
-\'--0.\ -\~ ~ P~of k. \~S r&.e. . 





c. 	 Flashover 
Post-flashover 
Mental Demand: 












Low 	 High 
Effort: 
'Low 	 High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments, 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
low High low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
Effort: Frustration: 
II t I I I Itt t I ~ 




Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: __~_ ____/_S=--=O:....-}.....!r 




It is very unlikely that people were in the house 

It is unlikely that people were in the house 

/it. It is likely that people were in the house 
It is very likely that people were in the house 
Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
\V\,,;, l .:J- p"'re"c' bv; Ii JP bv+ Gi,\ / I V71ft:!­
a~0UVVla ~. ~/k ~V'e t''nGj'cJ'e uN/'1 yc:JU 
d~rm!Y1~ +tuJ- V\.O OVl-e t'~ by ~/~ ~ 
~D V\'Le "­
This fIre scenario was indicative of a(n): 
Incipient fire 
Pre-backdraftI! Backdraft 
•. ' Pre-flashover 
Flashover 
rJ Post-flashover 
Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
Low High Low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
I If! I I I I I I I I ~ 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low High 
Own Performance: 
8 9 10 l~ 
Low Hi~~ I Good Bad 
Frustration: 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 




Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: __....:H...!.-p_o_2-0_· __ 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
:::0"] Absolutely not 
,-, It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
:..: It is unlikely that people were in the house 
It is likely that people were in the house 
X It is very likely that people were in the house 
C:: Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
C.a r M d rlve~r (rrvcK) 
This fIre scenario was indicative of a(n): 






Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Low High Low High 
1 2 3 4 5 6· 7 8 9 10 11 

Low High Good Bad 
Effort: 
1 
Low High Low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
low High low High 
low High Good Bad 
Frustration: 
1~ 1 
low High low High 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: __i-l_P_O_~---=-{___ 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
Absolutely not 

It is very unlikely that people were in the house 

It is unlikely that people were in the house 

/It is likely that people were in the house 





Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
QAY -r:r;r-"E :t:'t' A RFS]:Dl-I'+-rJ'A L \'-1 G:!Gfl/Ju,(H(.;;'vP 
This fire scenario was indicative of a(n): 






Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
low High low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Perfonnance: 
low High Good 
Effort: Frustration: 
low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: ---.:.../-(_f__ O_;2-_;;/..____ 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
Absolutely not 
It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
It is unlikely that people were in the house 
~ It is likely that people were in the house 
It is very likely that people were in the house 
'...:-! Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 





,._, 	 Flashover 
::: 	 Post-flashover 
Please rate your experience on each one ofthe following items: 
Mental Demand: 	 Physical Demand: 
Low High Low 	 High 
Temporal Demand: 
1 	 2 3 4 5 6 . 7 8 9 10 11 
Low 	 High Good Bad 
Effort: 
1 
Low High Low 	 High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
II I I I I I I 1)<1





II I I I I I I I~

























Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: _---LII~Ft.--=o:......_'2~0:......_ __ 




It is very unlikely that people were in the house 

It is unlikely that people were in the house 

X It is likely that people were in the house 
, It is very likely that people were in the house 
::1 Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
C.CVl YLL ~ ~ j UAA,] - ~ le\4-lt!.- JJ (~~ 
+> 011 ~ 1:;kn'L01-t""- -~ ~<.L-<. v.;.£h4 
~ hu,lJj 
This fire scenario was indicative of a(n): 









Please rate your experience on each one ofthe following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
X 
1 2 3 4 5 6'7 8 9 10 11 
low High Good Bad 
Effort: 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
low High low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
II I I I I IXI'! ! ! ~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11~ 
Low Hig~ I Low High 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: itF0 2--L( 
In this fIre scenario, were there people in the house? 

--; Absolutely not 

c." 	 It is very unlikely that people were in the house 

It is unlikely that people were in the house 

It is likely that people were in the house 

~ It is very likely that people were in the house 
,_ Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
T"" e ",t: D""i / g <h-v,c k ,h O((ve""y / ((.efor~J 11 
This fIre scenario was indicative of a(n): 






Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

low High low 	 High 
Temporal Demand: 	 Own Perfonnance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6· 7 8 9 10 11 

low High Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 

low High low 	 High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1~ 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
8 9 10 1~ 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 110 1~ 
Low High Low High 
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-~.- ... 
f{F07~Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: _________ 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 

,::'. Absolutely not 

,J It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
. , It is unlikely that people were in the house 
;1 It is likely that people were in the house 
" It is very likely that people were in the house 
_< Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
D4'1T1~/ CAiZ- /N l>~(ve /\/0 ?Cc.?/)LE 0 ~-crS/b~
/ 
This f"Ire scenario was indicative of a(n): 






Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6' 7 8 9 10 11 

Low High Good Bad 
Effort: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 

Low High Low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1~ 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1~ 
Low High Good Bad 
, 
9 110 1~ 
Low High Low High 
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__ __ __ Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: __H_FO_fJ ro 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
Absolutely not 
It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
It is unlikely that people were in the house 
It is likely that people were in the house 
X· It is very likely that people were in the house 
_, Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
1/eA lei-£) I J1 0 t"t(J-C'v,Hli 
This fIre scenario was indicative of a(n): 






Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 - 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
Low High Low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
II I I I I l(1 I I I rl1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
low HighLow High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1~ 
low Hig~ I Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11:~ 
Low Higt: I low High 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: ----=-H r OfJ --'--___..............__ _ _:t

In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
Ii Absolutely not 
It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
,_, It is unlikely that people were in the house 
,;)iI It is likely that people were in the house 
It is very likely that people were in the house 
,_ Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous ouestion-
J ~IC... I (r- cLv.... ; v-<­
IN'--0.: ~ K 
This fire scenario was indicative of a(n): 






Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 2 
low 






3 4 5 6 . 7 8 9 10 11 










Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
/1 I IXI I I I I I I ~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 1~ 
Low Hig~ I Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1~ 1 
Low Hig~ I Low High 
Physical Demand: 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: __il-lI..l.--F_--,o:::c..'_2_....:3:..-_ 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
'-'" Absolutely not 
It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
It is unlikely that people were in the house 

It is likely that people were in the house 

It is very likely that people were in the house 

U Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
This fire scenario was indicative of a(n): 








Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6-7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
Low High Low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 l~ )< 
low Hi~~ I low High 
Temporal Demand: 
II II I I I 1><1 I I ~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
low High Good Bad 
Effort:, Frustration: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1
1~ 





Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: --LH__r__o_-_;Z__~_'___ 
In this fIre scenario, were there people in the house? 

.,': Absolutely not 

X It is very unlikely that people were in the house 

". It is unlikely that people were in the house 

It is likely that people were in the house 





Please explain why you selected the option for the Jp=.evious question. 
o ~vl" \ ---.~ ) R. '(, ~ \ ()~ i"' J, Ct. \ . k J \.t:> '-e.. I k 
f:\) {>~ ~ '- ~ ~oL1..lc\ (0 IQ C>0Ce --t0­
t:::> ~u--.~.~ 
This fIre scenario was indicative of a(n): 






Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 . 7 8 9 10 11 
Own Performance: 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
Low High Low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments, 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 




3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1~ 
Low Hig~ I Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 
Low High Low High 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: _---!.-If_F-..:O::..,.·_·=5..::.0___ 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
,', Absolutely not 
It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
.j It is unlikely that people were in the house 
/i It is likely that people were in the house 
It is very likely that people were in the house 
_, Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
This fire scenario was indicative of a(n): 












Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
11 1 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 




Low High Low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
II I I I I I t:Y1 I I ~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
Physical Demand: 
Effort: Frustration: 
1~ 14 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Low Hig~ I Low High 
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-'~O)IHPlease enter your assigned participant code for this study: _---=-_______ 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 

-, Absolutely not 

It is very unlikely that people were in the house 

~ 	It is unlikely that people were in the house 

It is likely that people were in the house 

It is very likely that people were in the house 

'J 	 Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
+k<Lre.. l;-A-S ncA c;:.,f'. ~~ do n-l 
+k fV1;dd~ o \=' -/-4- d ~ y j no( 'I 
+~
.5 "-I J s () /YW Ci fl..SL 1/1 
This fire scenario was indicative of a(n): 













Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 	 Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low 	 High 
Temporal Demand: 
I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 . 7 8 9 10 11 
Own Performance: 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
Low High Low 	 High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
l' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 l~ 
Low Hj~~ I 
Temporal Demand: 




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 1~ 







Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: HFo3J.-, 




r·-"; It is very unlikely that people were in the house 

'" It is unlikely that people were in the house 

It is likely that people were in the house 
~ It is very likely that people were in the house 
U Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
V-e;~t~ ~ Jr\Ve.~~ 
L wo { \/Y'-4b~ to fV\Dv1t {h 'th~ s :)Levtar,'Q. T Q;.rg&!- 'HvJ 
:rYl~ J(J PiJ)A. G~ Ou-l/{jA.W M(JVC.., -:;;, hQd ~ 
ct,($evllv ~~f'tiVy. 1M Yh.~ )(-e)\(tv'l,()r ~-baJ p~ 5 Glfdl\f Vv(!)f'Z, ~ 
! "hiS fI~e.scenario was indicative of a(n): ::j'1 




' ~ Flashover 
;-, Post-flashover 
Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

low High low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6' 7 8 9 10 11 
low High Good Bad 
Effort: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 

low High low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
10 ~~ Low High Low High 
Own PerfolIDance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 l~ 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 110 1rl 
Low High Low High 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: Ii E(3~3 
In this fIre scenario, were there people in the house? 
:-i Absolutely not 
[j It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
It is unlikely that people were in the house 
X It is likely that people were in the house 




Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
l)I\Jr'\~ I Co...,'-£) ~ hAAH..<.( l-\cM'L, (3u--( Ax:> ..J\5 "3l-16" 
~s IN -t."t~ ~,-.)k..&JVAY 
This fIre scenario was indicative of a(n): 






Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 
Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Perfonnance: 
11 I~ 3141516171819110 111 I 
Low High Goo Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
Low 





Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: ----'-(:l....l........LFO--='--~-ii----
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
Absolutely not 
It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
It is unlikely that people were in the house 
It is likely that people were in the house ?5 	 It is very likely that people were in the house 
Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
This fire scenario was indicative of a(n): 






Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 	 Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
low High low 	 High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
low 	 High Good Bad 
Effort: 	 Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
low High low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
II I I 1:)(1 I I I I I ~ 1 2 3 4 'S 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High 
Temporal Demand: 





I"f' I I I I I I I I~1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 





Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: ___-I-H..:....Fr:........>.(..... __
) ...::)::o....- .S-­
In this fIre scenario, were there people in the house? 
Absolutely not 
It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
It is unlikely that people were in the house 
'" It is likely that people were in the house 
It is very likely that people were in the house 
Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
\lE#I<-Lf; 1,.1 ~,,,c 
This fIre scenario was indicative of a(n): 






Please rate your experience on each one ofthe following items: 
Mental Demand: ~hysical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Low High Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 

Low High Low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
7 8 9 10 1~ 
Low Hig~ I 
Frustration: 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1~ 
Low Hig~ I Low High 
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Mental Demand: Physical Demand:. 
y 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low High 
Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: _~.,-,.!I,-,r,--_o-,3::;...(,_____ 
In this fITe scenario, were there people in the house? 
Absolutely not 
It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
X' It is unlikely that people were in the house 
It is likely that people were in the house 
i It is very likely that people were in the house 
Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
This fire scenario was indicative of a(n): 






Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
Low High Low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Perfonnance: 
II I IIX'I I I I I I ~ rt 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
Low High Low High 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: L~ 0:3"7 




It is very unlikely that people were in the house 

k 	 It is unlikely that people were in the house 

It is likely that people were in the house 





Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
~oZf ~or LA-JO') d(})uJrt ~. /\.JWS fQrtr 
5' ; de. UJalt.. 














~------- Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 	 Physical Demand: 
Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
Low 
Effort: 




Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
II I I I I I I I I I ~ 1 2 3 G 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High 
Temporal Demand: 











Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: _'-'H_F--=o;...::)::....~____ 




It is very unlikely that people were in the house 

It is unlikely that people were in the house 

){ It is likely that people were in the house 
It is very likely that people were in the house 
Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
l' I!eh:cle ,-", J,,'ve ~4j /t-;ure 0+ A;, 










Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
Low High Low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: /< Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 l~ 
Low Hig~ I Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1l~ 
Low Hig~ I Low High 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: __L__S_·_O__3_CJ__ _ 
In this nre scenario, were there people in the house? 
Absolutely not 
It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
'/ 	It is unlikely that people were in the house 
It is likely that people were in the house 
It is very likely that people were in the house 
Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
;Jtvv5fi~f (~A/'<_:' \ 1 ~~ fa. I 




7" 	 Pre-flashover 
Flashover 
Post-flashover 
Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 2 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: 	 Own Performance: 








2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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-8 9 10 
Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
II I I I I I I I I I~ 11 2 3 4 ~ 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
1.1 
High Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 2 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
Low High Low High 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: _~L."",,;,,-::..../_ \S~-'O"'""-_'f_o...... _ 
In this tlre scenario, were there people in the house? 
Absolutely not 
It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
It is unlikely that people were in the house 
X 	 It is likely that people were in the house 
It is very likely that people were in the house 
Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 







Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 	 Physical Demand: 
1 	 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
low High low 	 High 
Temporal Demand: 	 Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
low High Good Bad 
Effort: 	 Frustration: 
1 	 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
Low High Low 	 High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
Low High Low High 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: _L_~2",,--_O_U_{__ 
In this nre scenario, were there people in the house? 
Absolutely not 
It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
X 
It is unlikely that people were in the house 
It is likely that people were in the house 
..... It is very likely that people were in the house 
Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
,~ ;I;wJ~ 

This nre scenario was indicative of a(n): 
.J Incipient fire 






Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
Low High 
Temporal Demand: 	 Own Performance: 
Low High 
Effort: 	 Frustration: 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
II I I I I I~ II I ~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
~w H~ 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 




1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
I bb l I I I I I I I ~ Id~3141516171819110bI 
Low High 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: __4_' ___ _ ,--~_o_!;-; J 
In this flre scenario, were there people in the house? 
Absolutely not 
i, It is very unlikely that people were in the house ~ It is unlikely that people were in the house 
: 	 It is likely that people were in the house 
It is very likely that people were in the house 
Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
1I",f.; 0 (- Th~ 






Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 	 Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
low High low 	 High 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
low 	 High Good Bad 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
low High low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
emand: 
123 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1~ 
Low Hi~~ I Low High 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Good Bad 
Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low High 
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oPlease enter your assigned participant code for this study: ----.:l-f_F___lr_3____ 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
Absolutely not 
It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
j ...It is unlikely that people were in the house 
~	It is likely that people were in the house 
It is very likely that people were in the house 
Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
This fIre scenario was indicative of a(n): 

.J Incipient fire 











Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Physical Demand: Mental Demand: 
~ 13141516171819110 111 I 

Low 	 High 
Temporal Demand: 	 Own Performance: 
Good Bad 
Effort: 	 Frustration: 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
II I I I I ~ I I I~




111111 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High 
Effort: 









Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: _~_...:..5__ ____d #· 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
,':: Absolutely not 
C.l It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
'r/ft is unlikely that people were in the house 
It is likely that people were in the house 
-, It is very likely that people were in the house 
::: Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
~V\~ c:L~ k C5'~ ~.. ~-~u UetA.;c.tes OilS <i '""- :::, 
c> C; oCc~-'\\- \c.-~ 
This tlre scenario was indicative of a(n): 






Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

low High low High 
1 2 3 4 5 6· 7 8 9 10 11 

low High Good Bad 
Effort: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
low High low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ~ 
Low Hi~~ I Low High 
1 2 3 456 7 8 9 10 111 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ~ 1 
Low Hi~~ I Low High 
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L50trPlease enter yonr assigned participant code for this study: _________ 
------...---.---­
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? [j Absolutely not 

.' It is very unlikely that people were in the house 

. It is unlikely that people were in the house 

It is likely that people were in the house 





Please explain why you selected the option for the previons question. 
tt~i l) [,h co((ev1eJ 1\ eV'~fbl''''''f' 
.'.1>, (1;u!.. IJ{~U /I d 














Please rate your experience on each one of the following itellls: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

low High low High 
1 2 3 4 5 6· 7 8 9 10 11 

low High Good Bad 
Effort: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

.low High low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
/1 I I I I I I I I I~
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High 
Temporal Demand: 
/1 I I I I I I I I I~
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High 
Effort: 











Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: _I.:....I-I...:.-F__O_+__&;___ 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
C.:J 	 Absolutely not 

It is very unlikely that people were in the house 

It is unlikely that people were in the house 

It is likely that people were in the house 

fi( It is very likely that people were in the house 
Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
This fire scenario was indicative of a(n): 













Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 	 Physical Demand: 
1 	 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
low High low 	 High 
Temporal Demand: 	 Own Performance: 
1 	 2 3 4 5 6· 7 8 9 10 11 
low 	 High Good Bad 
Effort: 	 Frustration: 
1 2 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 1 
low High low 	 High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 I 

Low High Good Bad 

Effort: Frustration:











Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: _---'..:_L!-'H_O_Lf---'..7___ 




It is very unlikely that people were in the house 

_.__. It is unlikely that people were in the house 

X It is likely that people were in the house 





Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
(/1,< ~ ~a.JNLW'7 
This fIre scenario was indicative of a(n): 

,:'J Incipient fire 










Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 	 Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
low High low High 
Temporal Demand: 	 Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6·7 8 9 10 11 
low High Good Bad 
Effort: 	 Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
-low High low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
low High low High 
Temporal Demand: Own PerfOImance: 
/' , I I , lx' I I '~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
Low High Low High 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: 




It is very unlikely that people were in the house 

._ It is unlikely that people were in the house 

.:X It is likely that people were in the house 





Please e~plain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
!?e~Jl~:J~-Ir&~~-.. 1£;" // /7... /~ /J
. I ! / / ,,' /i. I ~ j J /J) '- £/ew~·chvi/CKZrL--/1/0 1/Pi/'t ,-I-! OerjlttY ~ /"<2- (/'Aa. , ~ I( 
This fire scenario was indicative of a(n):A. In.c~pient fire 







Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
low High low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6· 7 8 9 10 11 

low High Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 
low High low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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·Please rate yd'ur experience on each one of the following items: 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
low High low High 
Own Perfonnance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ~ 
low High Good Bad 
Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
low High low High 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 






3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
High low High 
low High low High 
\.7\-,\ \-.z t ':1 ~e.. 
~c,~ ~~ ~ .~ ~ ~€-"'r\'~\Q..~~:j-\ 
'I fd- :- l>"£\'3<'~-c.cO ~"'" ~<>- ~,s~" 1\ - ""'c-~~ 
~-\.. 'fl(. -s\oJQ \,;,Q... \l""\\...Q up 0 
~ \ \Cl,,~--\-~1Ij ~-\- -::r::- -S='r..5 --.::h"'t1GLff'\ 
~ ~q~ ~",\eO ~'I\ A- .Q.'~.Q'l\ \~ 6-="" \~\Q
l 
~~ t\. 
sv ~-\-- ~~~ 
s.~~<? \ 'f\\Ol-.e 
~Q'ffi~ \ ~. 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: -+-H---'t'--__O__4__ Q-O,_ 




It is very unlikely that people were in the house 

_, It is unlikely that people were in the house 

It is likely that people were in the house 

)Ii( It is very likely that people were in the house 

':J Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
\lQ~\~,<><,- ,.. \""<,>{)~a.:~- ~V' ~ ~~\ 
D~ , ~l\=~ 0-",0- ~Q..- ~\~~O ~ \('(\o~Q. 
\0~~~ ~~\\u 
This fire scenario was indicative of a(n):






Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
11~1 2 3 456 7 8 9 10 
Low Hig~: I Low High 
Temporal Demand: 
12345 6' 7 8 9 10 11~ 
Low High I Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 111 1 
Low High Low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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~--.. ---......::... 
Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: L ~ 0 S 0 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 

., Absolutely not 

'/ It is very unlikely that people were in the house 

It is unlikely that people were in the house 
It is likely that people were in the house 





Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
tJcz,tP- .s p4/lu->:' S I- 4: ~k.-:J ~ 
!of;-M CA;'/ M p..-~ ...-/.60X 
;U0 CO-r5 . 0"-,"", 5 f/1~' I­
/rJ14? l;{Dc-..,.. f' e- t../'I cLn-v-. J -1-0-7> 

This fire scenario was indicative of a(n): 













Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: . Own Perfonnance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 · 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 

low High Low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 "10 11 I 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: 
123 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ~ 1 
Low Hi~~ I Low High 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: HF05 I 4f 2... 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 

.-: Absolutely not 

'.-:.! It is very unlikely that people were in the house 

'.J It is unlikely that people were in the house 

V It is likely that people were in the house 





Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
\,) ~~ ~ '" ~r-~l-w~ 
This fire scenario was indicative of a(n): 





























Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
/1 I I I I I I Ixl I~1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: 
/1 I I I I I I I IX:I~1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 




High Low High 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Physical Demand: 
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L5052­Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: _________ -#!> 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
C: Absolutely not 
'.; It is very unlikely that people were in the house )l It is unlikely that people were in the house 
It is likely that people were in the house 





Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
This fire scenario was indicative of a(n): 







.. ; Post-flashover 
Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
/1 /*' 4/516171819/10 /11 /

Low High Goo Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
/1 121M 516171819110 111 I 

Low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
/1 I ~ I I I I I I~1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 





I ~ 1111111 I~11 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
low High 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: _H_n_()_5_3___--'=#~'1 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
Absolutely not 
It is very unlikely that people were in the house 
It is unlikely that people were in the house 
"X. It is likely that people were in the house 
- It is very likely that people were in the house 
Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 










Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
low High low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 ' 7 8 9 10 11 
low High Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
'" 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
low High low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
II I Il{l I I I I I I~1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
Physical Demand: 
Low High 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 I 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
11 13 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Low High Low High 
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Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: I-5'0$ :If 2..­
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
Absolutely not /! It is very unlikely that people were in the house ,~ It is unlikely that people were in the house 
It is likely that people were in the house 




Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
IIJ, ~rs. WerL- f c.~'T:). 6,A -k~~ 5 t'('.e-e'+' I\lS 6 f~e.r 
, f.' (
IAu \,Je..~ 5 ('ve.V'\ \t:- +~c:r~ ~Q.rCL CCLlA..ft:iY1--t'J 













Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High low High 
Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6,7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Good Bad 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
Low High Low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments, 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: 
I ~lllllill l~


















~Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: ---1/<-Ji'L...-.:.-n---,-o~SS",--"",---__::#] 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 

: .: Absolutely not 

:..' It is very unlikely that people were in the house 

., It is unlikely that people were in the house 

~ It is likely that people were in the house 





Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
-L q~ S~1"1 ~ q k..., ~ J) ~h~i ~~t ~+r",L-\-~r\ 
b<l O~~\.4~;\d uf)le~) ~\-)tr~ \<;' r~l~qbh.
!c () ~ , () ()S 'lll)(. f e. ~ () '-\ ( ~~) . 
This fire scenario was indicative of a(n): 













Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 ' 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
Low High Low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
11 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Perfonnance: 
/1 I I IYI I I I I I~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
low High Good Bad 
Effort: 
I I I I IXI I I I I I~ 
J 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 




Please enter your assigned participant code for this study: 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 
.m. Absolutely not 
c~s very unlikely that people were in the house 
'! J~ts ~n1ikely that people we:e in the house 
}W\J'Os likely that people were In the house 
:~~: It is very likely that people were in the house 
;=] Absolutely 
Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question. 
This fire scenario was indicative of a(n): 









Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
1 2 3 4 5 6· 7 8 9 10 11 
low High Good Bad 
Effort: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 
low High low High 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
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Please rate your experience on each one of the following items: 
Mental Demand: Physical Demand: 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Low High Low High 
Temporal Demand: Own Performance: 
Low Good Bad 
Effort: Frustration: 
1 
Low High Low High 
269





What is your age? 
What is you education level? 
You primarily perform the duties of firefighter as a (please check one) 












































































How many total years of experience do you have in the fire service? 
Of that experience, how many years have been as a: 
Do you have experience as an on­scene Incident Commander? 
Please describe your incident command experience in terms of years of primary job 
responsibility: 
Please STOP the survey here to begin your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
Please rate the level of time pressure you experienced in this scenario: 
In this fire scenario, were there people in the house? 























































This fire scenario was indicative of a(n): 
Please STOP the survey here to continue with your Virtual Reality Scenario experiments. 
Please rate the level of time pressure you experienced in this scenario: 
The second fire scenario (inside the structure) was indicative of a(n): 








































































Please provide a rough estimation of the number of times you have been engaged in 
real life in each one of the following firefighting scenarios (do not include training 
props): 
Please rate the following statements as they apply to ALL of your virtual environment 
scenarios. 
 
Please rate the following statements based on ONLY the firefighting scenarios. 
Never A few (less than 4 times) Several (4 to 10times) Many (10 to 30 times)
Large number (more than 
30 times)
Pre­backdraft nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Backdraft nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Rollover nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Pre­flashover nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj






A. While taking part in the scenarios, I felt completely engaged. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
B. The visual aspects of the environments involved me. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
C. While in the virtual environment, I was unaware of events occurring 
in the real world around me.
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
D. I was unaware of my display and control devices. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
E. I was easily able to recognize objects. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
F. I could examine objects from multiple viewpoints without difficulty. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
G. I did not feel confused or disoriented at any point during the 
experimental sessions.
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
H. I was very involved in the virtual environment experience. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
I. By the end of the experience, I felt proficient in moving and 
interacting with the virtual environments.
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj






A. The auditory aspects of the environment helped me feel involved. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
B. I experienced no difficulty identifying sounds. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
C. I was able to localize sounds. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
D. The sound helped enhance the experience. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
E. The radio­simulated sound helped enhance the experience. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
F. I experienced no difficulty in understanding sounds during the 
experiment.




Please rate the following statements based on ONLY the firefighting scenarios. 
Please rate the following statements based on ONLY the firefighting scenarios. 
Please rate the following statements based on ONLY the firefighting scenarios. 
Please list any other information which was NOT available in the decision table that you 










A. I was visually able to survey and search the environment. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
B. The visual display quality did not distract me from the environment. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
C. The control mechanism did not distract me. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
D. The control devices did not distract me from the environment. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
E. I was able to concentrate on the environment rather than on the 
control mechanisms.








nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
B. The interactions with the virtual environment seemed natural. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
C. My movement through the virtual reality environment felt natural. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
D. Controlling my movement through the virtual reality environment 
did not distract me from the task at hand.
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
E. My general experiences in the virtual fire environment seemed 
consistent with my real­world experiences.
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
F. My ability to identify fire condition indicators was consistent with my 
ability to identify these indications in real­life scenarios.






A. Using the decision table did not interfere with the flow of events. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
B. The decision table provided information that I typically obtain to 
make real life decisions during line of action.
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: 1_ Browse ... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
5FG2_28_04-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 187.494 seconds) 




Attack through main door: 63% 







Size Up Factors: 25% 

Type of Structure: 13% 

Available Resources: 13% 





Attack through main door average: 5.000 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 1.800 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.800 
Size Up Factors average: 1.000 
Type of Structure average: 0.429 
Available Resources average: 0.429 
Type of Structure average: 0.429 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection se uence(time of selection) 
Attack Horizontally Ventilate 
through main Ventilate through a through the 
door window roof 













Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I I Browse... J Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
5FG3_28_04-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack through main door (at: 217.612 seconds) 




Attack through main door: 29% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 24% 

Ventilate through the roof: 24% 







Size Up Factors: 24% 

Type of Structure: 24% 





Attack through main door average: 1.250 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 0 .923 
Ventilate through the roof average: 0.923 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 0.923 
Dimensions 
RiskJBenefit average: 0.923 
Size Up Factors average: 0.923 
Type of Structure average: 0.923 
Available Resources average: 1.250 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was holistic 
Selection Flow 












1Risk/Benefit 1 1(50.732) 12(60.492) 11 3(72.532) 11 4(80.092)ISize Up 
. Factors 
1 5(86. 6(97.462) 17(106.012) 8(114.722) 
Type of 
Structure 





14(173.952) 1 15(182.652) 16(190.142) 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I . I Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
5FG4_28_04-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 304.404 seconds) 












Attack through main door average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Type of Structure average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection se uence(time of selection) 
Attack Horizontally Ventilate Ventilate from 
through main Ventilate through a through the ladder truck 














Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
5FG5_28_04-DecisionResuItsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 363.914 seconds) 




Attack through main door: 25% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 25% 

Ventilate through the roof: 25% 







Size Up Factors: 25% 

Type of Structure: 25% 





Attack through main door average: 1.000 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 1.000 
Ventilate through the roof average: 1.000 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Risk!Benefit average: 1.000 
Size Up Factors average: 1.000 
Type of Structure average: 1.000 
Available Resources average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection s~ uenceJtime of selection) 
Horizontally Ventilate Ventilate from Attack 
Ventilate through a through the ladder truck through main 
door window roof 
1Risk/Benefit 11 1(204.794) 11 5(245.944) 9(287.704) 11 13(313.284) 1 
10(295.534)ISize Up 11 2(216.194) 11 6(258.404) 11 14(324.444)
. Factors 1 
11(302.724)Type of 115(333.284)13(227.354) 11 7(265.834)
Structure 1 




Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: [ _ Browse.. . I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
3FG6_19_05-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 81 .598 seconds) 




Attack through main door: 33% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 33% 











Attack through main door average: 1.500 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 1.500 
Ventilate through the roof average: 1.500 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 3.000 
Size Up Factors average: 3.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 












1Risk/Benefit 11 4(53.478) 11 5(62.098) 11 6(71 .738) 











Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse ... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6FGOO1_28_05-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 257.000 seconds) 




Attack through main door: 43% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 29% 

Ventilate through the roof: 14% 







Size Up Factors: 29% 





Attack through main door average: 2.250 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 1.200 
Ventilate through the roof average: 0.500 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 0.500 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.200 
Size Up Factors average: 1.200 
Available Resources average: 2.250 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection se uence(time of selectior}) 
Attack Horizontally Ventilate 
through main Ventilate through a through the 
door window roof 
1Risk/Benefit 111 (1 00.640) 1 12(119.450) 
Size Up 13(144.690) 11 6(221.900) IFactors 
Type of 
Structure 








Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File:I ______ .J Browse... I UPload] 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6FG002_28_05-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 149.916 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor):_ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door: 80% 






Size Up Factors: 20% 

Type of Structure: 20% 





Attack through main door average: 12.000 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 0.750 
Dimensions 
RisklBenefit average: 0.750 
Size Up Factors average: 0.750 
Type of Structure average: 0.750 
Available Resources average: 2.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection} 
Attack Horizontally Ventilate 
through main Ventilate through a through the 
door window roof 
1Risk/Benefit 111 (44.056) 
Size Up 12(70.126} 
Factors 






14(98.966} 5(126.186} I 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: L __ Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6FG003_28_05-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 102.162 seconds) 




Attack through main door: 60% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 20% 





Size Up Factors: 40% 

Type of Structure: 20% 





Attack through main door average: 4.500 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 0.750 
Ventilate through the roof average: 0.750 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors average: 2.000 
Type of Structure average: 0.750 
Available Resources average: 2.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 













11 (28.262) 12(46.772} 
13(57.342} 
11 5(84.862) 4(75.472) I 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6FG004_28_05-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 182.686 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door: 75% 






Size Up Factors: 50% 





Attack through main door average: 9.000 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.000 
Size Up Factors average: 3.000 
Available Resources average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 
Attack Horizontally Ventilate 
through main Ventilate through a through the 
door window roof 
1Risk/Benefit 11 4(168.796) 1 










Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 

File: I _ Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6FGOOS_28_0S-DecisionResultsUpdated,xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 175.878 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door: 14% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 43% 

Ventilate through the roof: 29% 






Size Up Factors: 14% 





Attack through main door average: 0.500 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 2.250 
Ventilate through the roof average: 1.200 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 0.500 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 4.000 
Size Up Factors average: 0.500 
Available Resources average: 1.200 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection se uence(time of selection) 
Attack Horizontally Ventilate Ventilate from 
through main Ventilate through a through the ladder truck 
door window roof 
1Risk/Benefit 11 2(130.168) 11 3(138.718) 
16(157.208) 
11 4 (141.638) 
I 











Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I _ __ __ Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6FG006-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack through main door (at: 117.747 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door: 29% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 43% 

Ventilate through the roof: 14% 

Ventilate from ladder truck: 14% 

Dimensions 
Size Up Factors: 57% 
Available Resources: 43% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door average: 1.200 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 2.250 
Ventilate through the roof average: 0.500 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 0.500 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors average: 4.000 
Available Resources average: 2.250 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 







through main Ventilate through a 
door window 
I 














Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I __ Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of 'file: 
6FG007 -DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Ventilate through the roof (at: 154.441 seconds) 




Attack through main door: 50% 

Ventilate through the roof: 25% 











Attack through main door average: 3.000 
Ventilate through the roof average: 1.000 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 9.000 
Type of Structure average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6FGOO8-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Ventilate through the roof (at: 58.939 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor):_ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door: 50% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 25% 










Attack through main door average: 3.000 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 1.000 
Ventilate through the roof average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 9.000 
Type of Structure average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
legend: number in selection se< uence(time of selection) 
Attack Horizontally Ventilate Ventilate from 
through main Ventilate through a through the ladder truck 
door window roof 












Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I __ Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6FG009-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack through main door (at: 254.809 seconds) 




Attack through main door: 36% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 27% 

Ventilate through the roof: 18% 







Size Up Factors: 18% 

Type of Structure: 9% 





Attack through main door average: 1.714 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 1.125 
Ventilate through the roof average: 0.667 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 0.667 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.714 
Size Up Factors average: 0.667 
Type of Structure average: 0.300 
Available Resources average: 1.714 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
legend: number In selection sec uence(time of selection) 
Attack Horizontally Ventilate Ventilate from 
through main Ventilate through a through the ladder truck 
door window roof 















Parsing decision data Page lof2 
, Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6LS010-DecisionResuItsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Ventilate through the roof (at: 223.618 seconds) 




Attack through main door: 44% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 11% 

Ventilate through the roof: 33% 





Size Up Factors: 44% 

Type of Structure: 22% 





, Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door average: 2.400 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 0.375 
Ventilate through the roof average: 1.500 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 0.375 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors average: 2.400 
Type of Structure average: 0.857 
Available Resources average: 0.375 
RisklBenefit average: 0.857 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection se uence(time of selection) 
Horizontally Ventilate from Attack Ventilate 
through main Ventilate through a through the ladder truck 
door roofwindow 
I I 4(162.438) 6(179.138)IRisklBenefit 11(129.988),8 12(145.978) 11 3(153.778)Size Up 
Factors II (197.778) 1 
Type of 19(209.688) 15(169.918) 






Parsing decision data Page 1 of2 
Upload decision data 
File: 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6LS011-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack through main door (at: 212 .154 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door: 67% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 17% 

Ventilate through the roof: 17% 

Dimensions 
Size Up Factors: 33% 
Type of Structure: 33% 
Available Resources: 33% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door average: 6.000 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 0.600 
Ventilate through the roof average: 0.600 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors average: 1.500 
Type of Structure average: 1.500 
Available Resources average: 1.500 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection se uence(time of selection) 
Attack Horizontally Ventilate 
through main Ventilate through a through the 
door window roof 
IRisk/Benefit I 
Size Up 1(91.454).6 
Factors (185.374) 
Type of 12(120.794) 11 3(140.004) IStructure 





Parsing decision data Page lof2 
Upload decision data 

File: I Browse... II Upload 1 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Resu Its of file: 
6LS012-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Ventilate through the roof (at: 286.768 seconds) 




Attack through main door: 44% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 22% 

Ventilate through the roof: 22% 







Size Up Factors: 33% 

Type of Structure: 11 % 





Attack through main door average: 2.400 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 0.857 
Ventilate through the roof average: 0.857 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 0.375 
Dimensions 
RisklBenefit average: 2.400 
Size Up Factors average: 1.500 
Type of Structure average: 0.375 
Available Resources average: 0.375 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
L 
Attack Ventilate Ventilate from 





































Parsing decision data Page lof2 
Upload decision data 
File: [ Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Resu Its of file: 
6LS013-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack through main door (at 307.179 seconds) 




Attack through main door: 31% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 23% 

Ventilate through the roof: 38% 





Size Up Factors: 15% 

Type of Structure: 15% 







Attack through main door average: 1.333 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 0.900 
Ventilate through the roof average: 1.875 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 0.250 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors average: 0.545 
Type of Structure average: 0.545 
Available Resources average: 2.571 
RisktBenefit average: 0.900 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Ventilate from 
II ladder truck 
4(174.409) 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
" File: I Browse... )\ Upload 1 
" 

Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF014-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Ventilate through the roof (at: 213.647 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door: 38% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 38% 






Size Up Factors: 38% 

Available Resources: 13% 





Attack through main door average: 1.800 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 1.800 
Ventilate through the roof average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.800 
Size Up Factors average: 1.800 
Available Resources average: 0.429 
Type of Structure average: 0.429 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Le end: number in selection se uence time of selection 
Attack Horizontally 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: "I Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF015-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 184.117 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor):_ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door: 33% 






Type of Structure: 33% 





Attack through main door average: 1.500 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 6.000 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.500 
Type of Structure average: 1.500 
Available Resources average: 1.500 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
LeQend: number in selection se uence(time of selection) 
Attack Horizontally Ventilate from Ventilate 
through main Ventilate through a through the ladder truck 
windowdoor roof 
IRisklBenefit 11 3(172.417) IISize Up
Factors 
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Parsing decision data Page] of 2 
, 
Upload decision data 
File: [Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF016-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Ventilate through the roof (at: 323.682 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door: 40% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 20% 







Size Up Factors: 20% 

Type of Structure: 20% 





Attack through main door average: 2.000 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 0.750 
Ventilate through the roof average: 2.000 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.286 
Size Up Factors average: 0.750 
Type of Structure average: 0.750 
Available Resources average: 1.286 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend, n,mbe' In se'ecHon lEltimeof selection} 
, 
Attack ontally Ventilate 
through main late through a through the 
door window roof 
1RiskIBenefit 111 (150.302) 11 9(282.082) 1 7(242.122)ISize Up 11 2(167.822)
Factors I 5(217.682) I 
!ypeof 13(180.872) 16(231.382)I 1 
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Parsing decision data Page lof2 
Upload decision data 
File: Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF017-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 321.685 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door: 29% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 21 % 

Ventilate through the roof: 14% 





Available Resources: 36% 
Type of Structure: 21 % 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door average: 1.200 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 0.818 
Ventilate through the roof average: 0.500 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 1.667 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 2.250 
Available Resources average: 1.667 
Type of Structure average: 0.818 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 
Attack Horizontally Ventilate 
through main Ventilate through a through the 
door window roof 
II Risk/Benefit 2(171.085). 3 1 (156.135) 4(184.795) (175.725) 
eUp 
tors 










Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of 'file: 
6HF018-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 158.914 seconds) 




Attack through main door: 80% 







Size Up Factors: 20% 

Type of Structure: 20% 





Attack through main door average: 12.000 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 0.750 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 2.000 
Size Up Factors average: 0.750 
Type of Structure average: 0.750 
Available Resources average: 0.750 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 




uenc~time of selection) 
Horizontally Ventilate 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
, 
Upload decision data 





Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of 'file: 
6LS019-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Ventilate through the roof (at: 237.430 seconds) 




Attack through main door: 67% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 17% 







Size Up Factors: 17% 

Type of Structure: 17% 





Attack through main door average: 6.000 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 0.600 
Ventilate through the roof average: 0.600 
Dimensions 
Risk!Benefit average: 3.000 
Size Up Factors average: 0.600 
Type of Structure average: 0.600 
Available Resources average: 0.600 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
end: number in selection s 
Ventilate from Attack Horizontally Ventilate 
ladder truck through main Ventilate through a through the 
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Parsing decision data Page lof2 
, 
Upload decision data 
File: Browse... II.. Upload I. 
, 

Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF020-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 268.891 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door: 29% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 50% 






Size Up Factors: 21% 

Type of Structure: 14% 





Attack through main door average: 1.200 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 3.000 
Ventilate through the roof average: 0.818 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.667 
Size Up Factors average: 0.818 
Type of Structure average: 0.500 
Available Resources average: 1.200 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Attack Horizontally 
through main Ventilate through a 
door window 
Risk/Benefit 5(182.231) 1(136.991),6 
(193.011),10 
(226.701) 
Size Up 17(197.271) 11 2(148.621 ) 
Factors 
13(156.621) 














Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 





Decision Process Analysis Repe I 
I 




Final Choice t 
Attack through main door (at: 161.439 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages ! 
No Selections were made 
Search Indices 
No Selections were made I 
" 
Analysis of Completeness 




















Legend: number in selection seauence(time of selection) 
Physiological Report I j 
Blood Pressure 




Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF022-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 140.518 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor) : _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door: 67% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 17% 






Size Up Factors: 17% 

Type of Structure: 17% 





Attack through main door average: 6.000 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 0.600 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 0.600 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 0.600 
Size Up Factors average: 0.600 
Type of Structure average: 0.600 
Available Resources average: 3.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
LeQend: number in selection se uence(time of selection) 
Attack Horizontally Ventilate 
through main Ventilate through a through the 
door window roof 
1Risk/Benefit 1 3(83.358) 











Parsing decision data Page 1 of2 
Upload decision data 
File: [ Browse... il Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF023-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 75.906 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door: 80% 






Size Up Factors: 20% 

Type of Structure: 20% 





Attack through main door average: 12.000 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 0.750 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 0.750 
Size Up Factors average: 0.750 
Type of Structure average: 0.750 
Available Resources average: 2.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection se uence(time of selection) 
Attack Horizontally Ventilate 
through main Ventilate through a through the 
door window roof 










Parsing decision data Page lof2 
(, Upload decision data 





Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF024-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Ventilate through the roof (at: 126.810 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door: 20% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 20% 

Ventilate through the roof: 20% 





Size Up Factors: 20% 
Search Indices 
AHernatives 
Attack through main door average: 0.750 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 0.750 
Ventilate through the roof average: 0.750 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 2.000 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 12.000 
Size Up Factors average: 0.750 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 






















Parsing decision data Page lof2 
, 
Upload decision data 
II Upload IFile: Br0wse... .. . 
, 

Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF025-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack through main door (at: 171.412 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door: 75% 






Size Up Factors: 50% 





Attack through main door average: 9.000 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.000 
Size Up Factors average: 3.000 
Type of Structure average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Le end: number in selection se uence time of selection 
Attack Horizontally 







~----------~~--------.~------~IRisklBenefit 111 (99.712) I 








Parsing decision data Page lof2 
, 
Upload decision data 





Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF026-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 207.109 seconds) 




Attack through main door: 40% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 30% 

Ventilate through the roof: 20% 







Size Up Factors: 30% 

Type of Structure: 10% 





Attack through main door average: 2.000 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 1.286 
Ventilate through the roof average: 0.750 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 0.333 
Dimensions 
RisklBenefit average: 2.000 
Size Up Factors average: 1.286 
Type of Structure average: 0.333 
Available Resources average: 0.750 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Le end: number in selection se uence time of selection 
Attack Horizontally Ventilate Ventilate from 
through main Ventilate through a through the ladder truck 
door window roof 









Parsing decision data Page 1 of2 
Upload decision data 





Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF027-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 173.886 seconds) 




Attack through main door: 40% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 30% 

Ventilate through the roof: 20% 







Size Up Factors: 30% 





Attack through main door average: 2.000 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 1.286 
Ventilate through the roof average: 0.750 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 0.333 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.286 
Size Up Factors average: 1.286 
Available Resources average: 2.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 


















11 4(87.156) IISize UpFactors 
Type of 
Structure 
11(20.016) 116(107.196} 11 5(98.086) 1 9(142.966} IAvailable Resources 
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Parsing decision data Page lof2 
, 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF028-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack through main door (at: 246.497 seconds) 




Attack through main door: 20% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 20% 








Available Resources: 30% 

Size Up Factors: 10% 





Attack through main door average: 0.750 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 0.750 
Ventilate through the roof average: 4.500 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 3.000 
Available Resources average: 1.286 
Size Up Factors average: 0.333 
Type of Structure average: 0.333 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) 
, 
Attack Horizontally Ventilate 
through main Ventilate through a through the 
door window roof 
[R;-.om I[ •('3D.ton [1 3(171.707) 12(141.017),4(185.227).5 
(187.877) 
II Size Up I 16(194.047)II Factors . 
Type of 17(201.417) 
Structure . 






Parsing decision data Page lof2 
Upload decision data 





Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF029-OecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Ventilate through the roof (at 170.518 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor):_ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Ventilate through the roof: 80% 
Ventilate from ladder truck: 20% 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors: 20% 
Type of Structure: 20% 




Ventilate through the roof average: 12.000 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 0.750 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors average: 0.750 
Type of Structure average: 0.750 
Available Resources average: 2.000 
Risk/Benefit average: 0.750 
Analysis of Completeness 






















Le nd: number in selection se uence time of selection 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF030-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack through main door (at: 195.795 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Ventilate through the roof: 50% 





Type of Structure: 75% 





Ventilate through the roof average: 3.000 
Attack through main door average: 3.000 
Dimensions 
Type of Structure average: 9.000 
Available Resources average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection se( uence(time of selection) 
Ventilate Ventilate from Attack 
through the ladder truck through main 
roof door 














Parsing decision data Page 1 of2 
Upload decision data 
File: [ Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Repo 
Results of file: 
6HF031-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack through main door (at: 64.668 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Ventilate from ladder truck: 100% 
Dimensions 
Type of Structure: 100% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Type of Structure average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 
Ventilate from Attack Horizontally 













Parsing decision data Page 1 of2 
(, Upload decision data 
File: Browse... ]1 Upload 1 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF032-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 97.747 seconds) 








Size Up Factors: 25% 

Type of Structure: 25% 







Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 1,000 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors average: 1,000 
Type of Structure average: 1.000 
Available Resources average: 1,000 
Risk/Benefit average: 1 ,000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
L nd: number in selection sa uence time of selection 
Horizontally 





Ventilate from Attack 








Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
, 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... II Upload I 
, 

Decision Process Analysis Report 
Resu Its of fi Ie: 
6HF033-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 155.637 seconds) 




Ventilate through the roof: 44% 

Ventilate from ladder truck: 11% 

Attack through main door: 22% 





Type of Structure: 33% 

Available Resources: 44% 

Risk/Benefit: 11 % 





Ventilate through the roof average: 2.400 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 0.375 
Attack through main door average: 0.857 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 0.857 
Dimensions 
Type of Structure average: 1.500 
Available Resources average: 2.400 
Risk/Benefit average: 0.375 
Size Up Factors average: 0.375 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection se( uence(time of selection) 
Ventilate Ventilate from Attack Ithrough the ladder truck through main 
roof door 
Horizontally 
Ventilate through a 
window 
Type of 1 1(19.077) 15(58.827) 11 8(145.557)
Structure 
Available 11 2(24.657) 7(128.067) 11 6(110.637) 119(146.567) 
Resources 







Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
, 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF034-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack through main door (at: 1 OS.398 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Ventilate from ladder truck: SO% 
Attack through main door: SO% 
Dimensions 
Available Resources: SO% 

Size Up Factors: SO% 

, Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 3.000 
Attack through main door average: 3.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 3.000 
Size Up Factors average: 3.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection se uence(time of selection) 
Ventilate from Attack Horizontally 
ladder truck through main Ventilate through a 
door window 














Parsing decision data Page 1 of 1 
Upload decision data 
File: [Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF035-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 206.318 seconds) 

Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 

Selection Percentages 
No Selections were made 
Search Indices 
No Selections were made 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistiC 
Selection Flow 











Ventilate from Attack 




No data available 
Heart Rate 
No data available 
Heart Rate Variability: HF/LF 
No data available 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 





Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF036-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Ventilate from ladder truck (at: 175.053 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Ventilate through the roof: 20% 
Ventilate from ladder truck: 40% 
Attack through main door: 40% 
Dimensions 
Type of Structure: 100% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Ventilate through the roof average: 0.750 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 2.000 
Attack through main door average: 2.000 
Dimensions 
Type of Structure average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 
Ventilate Ventilate from Attack 
through the ladder truck through main 
roof door 
Type of 12(130.613) 14(153.053). 5 1(122.703).3 











Parsing decision data Page lof2 
, 
Upload decision data 
File: [Browse... I[ Upload I 
(; 

Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6LS037-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Ventilate from ladder truck (at: 179.477 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 40% 

Ventilate through the roof: 40% 






Size Up Factors: 20% 





Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 2.000 
Ventilate through the roof average: 2.000 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 0.750 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 2.000 
Size Up Factors average: 0.750 
Type of Structure average: 2.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 
Attack Horizontally Ventilate Ventilate from 
through the through main Ventilate through a ladder truck 
windowdoor roof 
IRisk/Benefit I 11 (129.087) 11 3(150.327) I 
Size Up 12(141.267) 
Factors I 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 1 
Upload decision data 
File: ·1 Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF038-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Ventilate through the roof (at: 118.132 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
No Selections were made 
Search Indices 
No Selections were made 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection seguence time of selection) 
Horizontally 





Ventilate from Attack 










Blood Pressu re 
No data available 
Heart Rate 
No data available 
Heart Rate Variability: HF/LF 
No data available 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of 'file: 
6LS039-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Ventilate through the roof (at: 458.206 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor) : _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door: 38% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 31% 






Size Up Factors: 23% 

Type of Structure: 23% 





Attack through main door average: 1.875 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 1.333 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 1.333 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 0.900 
Size Up Factors average: 0.900 
Type of Structure average: 0.900 
Available Resources average: 1.333 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection se uence(time of selection) 
Attack Horizontally Ventilate 
through main Ventilate through a through the 
door window roof 
1Risk/Benefit 111(259.456) 11 6(333.866) 
Size Up 12(280.556) 11 7(344.186)
Factors 
Type of 13(292.296) 11 8(352.706)
Structure 










Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse.. . II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6LS040-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 431.865 seconds) 




Attack through main door: 42% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 25% 

Ventilate through the roof: 17% 







Size Up Factors: 29% 

Type of Structure: 29% 





Attack through main door average: 2.143 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 1.000 
Ventilate through the roof average: 0.600 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 0.600 
Dimensions 
RisklBenefit average: 1.000 
Size Up Factors average: 1.235 
Type of Structure average: 1.235 
Available Resources average: 0.600 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection seQuence(time of selection 
Attack through Horizontally Ventilate Ventilate 
main door Ventilate through through the from ladder 
a window roof truck 
5(178:005).@) 10(229.825) 14(272.475) 1Risk/Benefit 1 4(162.315)-,25 
(413.075) (423.165) 
Size Up 1(125.595).9 6(188.065) 11(238.555) 15(279.275) 

Factors 





Type of 2(137.775), 19 7(199.405).20 12(247.825) 16(287.775) 

Structure 
 (340.045). 21 (368.035) 
(386.535) 






Parsing decision data Page 1 of2 
Upload decision data 
I B e J[ Upload IFile: rows ..... 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6LS041·DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Ventilate through the roof (at: 165.539 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door: 67% 





Available Resources: 33% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Attack through main door average: 6.000 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 1.500 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 6.000 
Available Resources average: 1.500 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 
Attack Horizontally Ventilate 
through main Ventilate through a through the 
door window roof 













Parsing decision data Page 10f2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... It Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF042-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack through main door (at: 96.730 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 17% 

Ventilate through the roof: 17% 






Size Up Factors: 17% 





Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 0.600 
Ventilate through the roof average: 0.600 
Attack through main door average: 6.000 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 3.000 
Size Up Factors average: 0.600 
Available Resources average: 1 .500 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence time of selection) 
Horizontally Ventilate Ventilate from 


















Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF043-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 189.120 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Ventilate through the roof: 33% 
Ventilate from ladder truck: 33% 




Size Up Factors: 33% 





Ventilate through the roof average: 1.500 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 1.500 
Attack through main door average: 1.500 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.500 
Size Up Factors average: 1.500 
Type of Structure average: 1.500 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 
Ventilate Ventilate from AHack 
through the ladder truck through main 
roof door 




1Risk/Benefit 11 2(158.000) 1 
Size Up I 13(167.320) 1Factors 
1 
Horizontally 




Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: [ Browse... J[ Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Repo 
Results of 'file: 
6LS044-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Ventilate through the roof (at: 163.746 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Ventilate through the roof: 100% 
Dimensions 
Available Resources: 100% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Ventilate through the roof average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 
Ventilate from Attack Horizontally 
















Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse.. . II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6lS045-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 236.647 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 86% 
Ventilate through the roof: 14% 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors: 14% 
Type of Structure: 29% 




Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 18.000 
Ventilate through the roof average: 0.500 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors average: 0.500 
Type of Structure average: 1.200 
Available Resources average: 2.250 
Risk/Benefit average: 0.500 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
legend: number in selection sequence time of selection) 
Horizontally Ventilate Ventilate from 
Ventilate through a through the ladder truck 
window roof 
Size Up 11(131.587) IFactors 
Type of 2(153.347), 4 
Structure (180.867) 
Available 3(170.557), 7 16(205.767) IResources (221 .027) 






Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse.. . II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6H F046-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 169.418 seconds) 




Ventilate through the roof: 50% 





Available Resources: 50% 





Ventilate through the roof average: 3.000 
Attack through main door average: 3.000 
Dimensions 
Available ResoLirces average: 3.000 
Type of Structure average: 3.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 
Ventilate Ventilate from Attack 
through the ladder truck through main 
roof door 
Type of 11(107.788) 
Structure 





Ventilate through a 
window 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6H F047 -DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Ventilate through the roof (at: 260.878 seconds) 




Attack through main door: 25% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 25% 











Attack through main door average: 1.000 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 1.000 
Ventilate through the roof average: 3.000 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 1 .000 
Available Resources average: 9.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection se uence(time of selection] 
Ventilate from Attack Horizontally 





1Risk/Benefit 1 12(211.848) 1 
Size Up 
Factors 








Parsing decision data Page 10f2 
, 




Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6LS048-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack through main door (at: 170.381 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 29% 

Ventilate through the roof: 29% 

Ventilate from ladder truck: 14% 

Attack through main door: 29% 

Dimensions 
Size Up Factors: 100% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 1.200 
Ventilate through the roof average: 1.200 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 0.500 
Attack through main door average: 1.200 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection seQuence(time of selection) 
Horizontally 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF049-DecisionResuHsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 393.542 seconds) 




Ventilate through the roof: 27% 

Ventilate from ladder truck: 18% 

Attack through main door: 36% 





Type of Structure: 9% 









Ventilate through the roof average: 1.125 
Ventilate from ladder truck average: 0.667 
Attack through main door average: 1.714 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 0.667 
Dimensions 
Type of Structure average: 0.300 
Available Resources average: 1.125 
RlsklBenefit average: 2.500 
Size Up Factors average: 0.667 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 
Ventilate Ventilate from Attack 
through the ladder truck through main 
roof door 
Type of 11 (244.462) IStructure 
Available 12(253.412) I 1
4(276.242)
Resourcea 
IRisk/Benefit 11 3(267.122) 11 9(337.252) 15(286.572), 11 (362 .692) 
Size Up 110(345.592) 11 6(294.902)
Factors 
Horizontally 









Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6LSOSO-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 253.785 seconds) 




Ventilate from ladder truck: 25% 

Attack through main door: 25% 







Size Up Factors: 38% 

Type of Structure: 25% 





Ventilate from ladder truck average: 1 .000 
Attack through main door average: 1.000 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 3.000 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 0.429 
Size Up Factors average: 1 .800 
Type of Structure average: 1.000 
Available Resources average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Leaend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 
Ventilate from Attack Horizontally 
ladder truck through main Ventilate through a 
door window 
Available 1(145.335),8 
Resources (241 .395) 
IRisklBenefit 11 5(205.745) I 
Size Up 13(174.065) 11 6(214.495) 11 2(162.015)
Factors 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I _ I Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HFHF051 -DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 150.594 seconds) 








Type of Structure: 33% 







Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Type of Structure average: 1.500 
Available Resources average: 1.500 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.500 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence time of selection} 
Horizontally Ventilate Ventilate from Attack 
















 IIRisk/Benefit 11 2(123.524) 1 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
Browse... I Upload JI 
Decision Process Analysis Repo 
Results of file: 
6LS052-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Ventilate through the roof (at: 145.541 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Ventilate through the roof: 100% 
Dimensions 
Available Resources: 100% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Ventilate through the roof average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 
Ventilate Ventilate from Attack Horizontally 
through the ladder truck through main Ventilate through a 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of 'file: 
6H F053-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Ventilate through the roof (at: 147.336 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor) : _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Ventilate from ladder truck: 67% 





Size Up Factors: 33% 

Type of Structure: 33% 





Ventilate from ladder truck average: 6.000 
Attack through main door average: 1.500 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors average: 1.500 
Type of Structure average: 1.500 
Available Resources average: 1.500 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 
Ventilate from Attack Horizontally 
ladder truck through main Ventilate through a 
door window 
Available 11(107.776) IResources IRisk/Benefit I 
Size Up 11 2(123.956) IFactors 






Parsing decision data Page 1 of2 
Upload decision data 
File: I ! Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6LS054-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Ventilate through the roof (at: 246.278 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 75% 
Ventilate through the roof: 25% 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors: 25% 




Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 9.000 
Ventilate through the roof average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors average: 1.000 
Available Resources average: 1.000 
Risk/Benefit average: 3.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) 
Horizontally 



















1Risk/Benefit 11 2(205.508) 11 4(235.608) 1 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I -.-J Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6HF055-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 110.816 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Ventilate through the roof: 25% 

Attack through main door: 25% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 50% 

Dimensions 
Type of Structure: 75% 
Available Resources: 25% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Ventilate through the roof average: 1.000 
Attack through main door average: 1.000 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 3.000 
Dimensions 
Type of Structure average: 9.000 
Available Resources average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 
Ventilate Ventilate from Attack 
through the ladder truck through main 
roof door 




Available IResources IRisklBenefit I 
Size Up IFactors 
Horizontally 








Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: [ _ Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
6LS056b-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window (at: 352.044 seconds) 




Ventilate from ladder truck: 21 % 

Attack through main door: 26% 

Horizontally Ventilate through a window: 26% 









Size Up Factors: 26% 





Ventilate from ladder truck average: 0.800 
Attack through main door average: 1.071 
Horizontally Ventilate through a window average: 1.071 
Ventilate through the roof average: 1.071 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 1.071 
RlsklBenefit average: 1.071 
Size Up Factors average: 1.071 
Type of Structure average: 0.800 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was holistic 
Selection Flow 














17(289.274) 15(173.914) 16(184.804),20 (333.814) 1
7(192.954) 
1 
1 Risk/Benefit 11 8(201.464) 19(207.374), 18 (308.134) 1
10(216.894) 11 11 (226.634) 
1 
Size Up 11 1(133.604) 
Factors 
11 2(144.174) 11 3(154.454) 14(162.344), 12 (235.354) 
Type of 11 16(275.304)
Structure 




Appendix E – Experiment 2 Decision Portraits 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
7FG2_28_04-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 112.349 seconds) 




Cool the Environment: 20% 





Available Resources: 40% 









Cool the Environment average: 0.750 
Attack the Fire average: 12.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 2.000 
Size Up Factors average: 0.750 
Risk/Benefit average: 0.750 
Ventilation Factors average: 0.750 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection se< uence(time of selection) 
~ Cool the II Attack the Out Environment Fire 
Available I 11(73.559) 11 2(83.729) Resources ISize Up Factors I 13{88.809) IRisklBenefit I 14{94.699) IVentilation Factors I 15{107.119) 
II Break 
Window 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
7FG3_28_04-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Back Out (at: 96.168 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor) : _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Back Out: 40% 

Cool the Environment: 20% 

Attack the Fire: 20% 

Break Window: 20% 

Dimensions 
Available Resources: 80% 
Size Up Factors: 20% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Back Out average: 2.000 
Cool the Environment average: 0.750 
Attack the Fire average: 0.750 
Break Window average: 0.750 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 12.000 
Size Up Factors average: 0.750 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 
~Coolthe 
Out Environment II Attack the Fire II BreakWindow 
II Available 
Resources 
114(71 .938) 11 3(58.318) 11 2(49.158) 11 1(43.588) 
1Size Up Factors 
IRisk/Benefit 
11 5(80.458) 1 
1 
1Ventilation Factors 1 
1 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 1 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
7FG4_28_04-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Break Window (at: 72.725 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
No Selections were made 
Search Indices 
No Selections were made 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 
~ Cool the 
Environment 
II Attack the II Fire II BreakII Window 
IIr-A-va-il-ab-le------,[ 
II Resources 
ISize Up Factors I 
IRiskiBenefit I 
IVentilation Factors I 
Physiological Report 
Blood Pressure 
No data available 
Heart Rate 
No data available 
Heart Rate Variability: HF/LF 
No data available 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 1 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
7FG5_28_04-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Back Out (at: 102.284 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor):_ 
Selection Percentages 
No Selections were made 
Search Indices 
No Selections were made 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) 
~ICoolthe 
~I Environment~________~ 
IIA.ttackthe II Break 




ISize Up Factors I 
IRisklBenefit I 
IVentilation Factors I 
Physiological Report 
Blood Pressure 
No data available 
Heart Rate 
No data available 
Heart Rate Variability: HF/LF 
No data available 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
5FG6_19_05-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 54.884 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Cool the Environment: 33% 





Available Resources: 67% 





Cool the Environment average: 1.500 
Attack the Fire average: 6.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 6.000 
Ventilation Factors average: 1.500 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 
~ Cool the JIA.ttaCk the Out Environment Fire 
IlAvaiiable 
Resources I 11 (10.854) 11 2(26.104) 
1Size Up Factors 1 
IRisk/Benefit I 







Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: [ Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8FGOO1_28_05-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 118.080 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Back Out: 33% 
Attack the Fire: 67% 
Dimensions 
Ventilation Factors: 33% 
Available Resources: 33% 
Size Up Factors: 33% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Back Out average: 1 .500 
Attack the Fire average: 6.000 
Dimensions 
Ventilation Factors average: 1.500 
Available Resources average: 1.500 
Size Up Factors average: 1.500 
Analysis of Completeness 
User seleclion procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 





1Size Up Factors I 13(106.190) 
IRisklBenefit 1 







Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 

File: I _ J Browse... I Upload ~ 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8FGOO2_28_05-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Back Out (at: 83.398 seconds) 








Available Resources: 25% 









Back Out average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 1.000 
Size Up Factors average: 1.000 
RiskJBenefit average: 1 .000 
Ventilation Factors average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 
~ Cool the II A.Hack the Out Environment Fire 
Available 111 (30.908) IResources 
ISize Up Factors 11 2(39.388) 1 
IRisk/Benefit 11 3(47.488) 1 
1Ventilation Factors 11 4(60.908) I 
II Break 
Window 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: L J Browse... 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8FGOO3_28_05-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 73.848 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor) : _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Cool the Environment: 40% 
Attack the Fire: 60% 
Dimensions 
Available Resources: 40% 




Cool the Environment average: 2.000 
Attack the Fire average: 4.500 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 2.000 
Size Up Factors average: 2.000 
Risk/Benefit average: 0.750 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) 
[;[]I Cool the IIAHackthe Out Environment Fire 
Available I 1 1(25.518) 11 2(38.508) Resources 












Parsing decision data Page 1 of 1 
Upload decision data 

File: I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8FG004_28_05-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 44.193 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
No Selections were made 
Search Indices 
No Selections were made 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 




IIA~ackthe II Break 





ISize Up Factors I 
IRisk/Benefit I 
IVentilation Factors I 
Physiological Report 
Blood Pressure 
No data available 
Heart Rate 
No data available 
Heart Rate Variability: HF/LF 
No data available 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8FGOO5_28_05-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Back Out (at: 75.966 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Cool the Environment: 60% 
Attack the Fire: 40% 
Dimensions 
Available Resources: 40% 




Cool the Environment average: 4.500 
Attack the Fire average: 2.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 2.000 
Size Up Factors average: 0.750 
Risk/Benefit average: 2.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection se< uence(time of selection) 
[;[] Cool the II Attack the Out Environment Fire 
IlAvaiiable 
Resources I 11(20.206) 11 3(35.356) 
1Size Up Factors 1 12(30.036) 1 
1Risk/Benefit 1 15(49.896) 11 4(42.186) 







Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I I Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Repo 
Results of file: 
8FGOO6-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Cool the Environment (at: 33.298 seconds) 












Attack the Fire average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) 
~ICoolthe J~Attack the II Break Out Environment Fire Window 

Available 11 (21 .228) 
IResources I I 
ISize Up Factors I 
IRiskIBenefit I 
IVentilation Factors I 
http://nirserver . s tuden t. iasta te .edu/virtu trace/processi nglindex. php 71212011 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Repo 
Results of file: 
8FG007-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Back Out (at: 85.105 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Cool the Environment: 50% 
Attack the Fire: 50% 
Dimensions 
Available Resources: 100% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Cool the Environment average: 3.000 
Attack the Fire average: 3.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) 
~Icoolthe IIA~ackthe II Break Out Environment Fire Window 




ISize Up Factors IIRisk/Benefit IIVentilation Factors I 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Repo 
Results of file: 
8FGOO8-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 72.710 seconds) 














Attack the Fire average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 3.000 
Risk/Benefit average: 3.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 
~ Cool the Attack the Out Environment Fire 
Available I 11(43.150) Resources 











Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: L Browse... I UploadJ 
Decision Process Analysis Repo 
Results of file: 
8FGOO9-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 38.292 seconds) 








Available Resources: 50% 





Attack the Fire average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 3.000 
Size Up Factors average: 3.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection se~uence(time of selection) 
~Icoolthe II A~ack the II Break Out Environment Fire Window 
IAvailable 11(15.732)
Resources J I 
1Size Up Factors 1 12(25.902) 1IRisklBenefit I 
1Ventilation Factors 1 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
, 





File: I Browse... )1 Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8LS01 O-Decision ResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Back Out (at: 119.410 seconds) 




Cool the Environment: 50% 









Cool the Environment average: 3.000 
Attack the Fire average: 3.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 






ISize Up Factors 
IRisk/Benefit 





Parsing decision data Page lof2 
(;, Upload decision data 
File: , Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8LS011-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 80.950 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Back Out: 33% 
Cool the Environment: 33% 




Available Resources: 67'% 

(;, Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Back Out average: 1.500 
Cool the Environment average: 1.500 
Attack the Fire average: 1.500 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.500 
Available Resources average: 6.000 
Analysis of Completeness 




01 Environment Fire 
sBI~~k 1 Cool the 
Window 






Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
, 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8LS012-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 146.412 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Back Out: 20% 

Attack the Fire: 80% 

Dimensions 
Ventilation Factors: 60% 
Available Resources: 20% 
, 
 Risk/Benefit: 20% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Back Out average: 0.750 
Attack the Fire average: 12.000 
Dimensions 
Ventilation Factors average: 4.500 
Available Resources average: 0.750 
Risk/Benefit average: 0.750 
Analysis of Completeness 

























Parsing decision data Page lof2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8LS013-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 51.061 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack the Fire: 100% 
Dimensions 









Attack the Fire average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors average: 1.500 
Risk/Benefit average: 1 .500 
Ventilation Factors average: 1.500 
Analysis of Completeness 





1Size Up Factors 11(23.051) 
1Risk/Benefit 
1Ventilation Factors I 
12(30.641) 
13(39.941) 








Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: ! Browse... If Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8H F014-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Break Window (at: 71.662 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Back Out: 25% 

Cool the Environment: 25% 

Break Window: 50% 

Dimensions 




Back Out average: 1.000 
Cool the Environment average: 1.000 
Break Window average: 3.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 9.000 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 





'rA-v-a-ila-b-,e----'11 (23.352) 112(31.892) 
Resources . ~------~ 
Break 
1....-___-' Window 
ISize Up Factors I. 
IRisk/Benefit I 
IVentilation Factors I 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 1 
Upload decision data 
File: [Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
BHF015-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Cool the Environment (at: 40.380 seconds) 

Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 

Selection Percentages 
No Selections were made 
Search Indices 
No Selections were made 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow , 

legend: number in selection se< uence(time of selection) 
~ Cool the II Attack the Out Environment Fire 
ItAvaiiable 
Resources 







No data available 
Heart Rate 
No data available 
Heart Rate Variability: HF/LF 
No data available 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 1 
, 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8HF016-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 38.538 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
No Selections were made 
Search Indices 
No Selections were made 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 







ISize Up Factors I 
IRisklBenefit I 
IVentilation Factors I 
Physiological Report 
Blood Pressure 
No data available 
Heart Rate 
No data available 
Heart Rate Variability: HF/LF 





Parsing decision data Page 1 of 1 
Upload decision data 
File: [ Browse... If Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8HF017-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Back Out (at: 37.224 seconds) 

Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 

Selection Percentages 
No Selections were made 
Search Ind ices 
No Selections were made 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow , 

LeQend: number in selection se uence(time of selection) 
. ~ Cool the II A~ack the II Break Environment II Fire II Window ~--------~ ~----------~~------~~------~I 
IAvailable Resources ISize Up Factors 
IRisk/Benefit 
IVentilation Factors I 
Physiological Report 
Blood Pressure 
No data available 
Heart Rate 
No data available 
Heart Rate Variability: HF/LF 
No data available 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: [ Browse... If Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8HF018-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Break Window (at: 58.099 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack the Fire: 50% 
Break Window: 50% 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit: 50% 
Available Resources: 50% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Attack the Fire average: 3.000 
Break Window average: 3.000 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 3.000 
Available Resources average: 3.000 
Analysis of Completeness 




Size Up Factors 
1Risk/Benefit 






Parsing decision data Page lof2 
, 
Upload decision data 





Decision Process Analysis Repo 
ResuIts of fi Ie: 
8LS019-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Break Window (at: 32.022 seconds) 












Break Window average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 








ISize Up Factors I 
IRisk/Benefit I 
IVentilation Factors I 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
, 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... If Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8H F020-Decision ResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Break Window (at: 47.559 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Cool the Environment: 50% 





Available Resources: 100% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Cool the Environment average: 3.000 
Break Window average: 3.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
(., 
Leaend: number in selection sa< uence(time of selection) 
~ Cool the II ::::Ck theOut Environment 
ilAvailable 
Resources I 11 (30.119) I 
ISize Up Factors IIRisk/Benefit I 






Parsing decision data Page 1 of 1 
(., Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8HF021-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 19.144 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
No Selections were made 
Search Indices 
No Selections were made 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection se uence(time of selection) (., 

~ Cool the II Attack the Out Environment Fire 
II Available 




No data available 
Heart Rate 
No data available 
Heart Rate Variability: HF/LF 
No data available 
(., 
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Parsing decision data Page 10f2 
, 
Upload decision data 





Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8HF022-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Back Out (at: 49.730 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Back Out: 67% 





Available Resources: 67% 





Back Out average: 6.000 
Attack the Fire average: 1.500 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 6.000 
Size Up Factors average: 1.500 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Le end: number in selection s 
Available 
Resources 







Parsing decision data Page 10f2 
(., Upload decision data 





Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8HF023-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Cool the Environment (at: 54.820 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Back Out: 25% 

Cool the Environment: 50% 

Attack the Fire: 25% 

Dimensions 
Available Resources: 100% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Back Out average: 1.000 
Cool the Environment average: 3.000 
Attack the Fire average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 







Size Up Factors 
IRisk/Benefit I 
IVentilation Factors I 
3/1712011http://nirserver.studentiastate.eduJvirtutrace/processinglindex.php 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
, 
Upload decision data 





Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8HF024-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Break Window (at: 96.574 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor):_ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Back Out: 33% 
Attack the Fire: 33% 
Break Window: 33% 
Dimensions 
Ventilation Factors: 67% 
Available Resources: 33% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Back Out average: 1.500 
Attack the Fire average: 1.500 
Break Window average: 1.500 
Dimensions 
Ventilation Factors average: 6.000 
Available Resources average: 1.500 
Analysis of Completeness 












Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
, 
Upload decision data 





Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8HF025-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Break Window (at: 116.934 seconds) 




Cool the Environment: 50% 





Available Resources: 33% 

Size Up Factors: 33% 





Cool the Environment average: 3.000 
Break Window average: 3.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 1.500 
Size Up Factors average: 1.500 
Ventilation Factors average: 1.500 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) [;EJICool the II Attack the II Break 
Out Environment Fire WindowII Available 11(43.954) 14(91.944)

Resources 
 I I I 
1Size Up Factors 1 12(65.354) 15(97.314) 1IIRisk/Benefit 1 
1Ventilation Factors I 13(74.854) 1 16(106.384) I 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 





Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8H F026-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 131.358 seconds) 




Cool the Environment: 33% 

Attack the Fire: 33% 





Available Resources: 25% 









Cool the Environment average: 1.500 
Attack the Fire average: 1.500 
Break Window average: 1.500 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 1.000 
Size Up Factors average: 1.000 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.000 
Ventilation Factors average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) 
~Icoolthe Out Environment II Attack the Fire II BreakWindow 
II Available 
Resources I 
5(60.898) 9(98.908) 111 (23.908) 
1Size Up Factors 1 6(75.208) 10(104.988) 11 2(33.758) 
1Risk/Benefit 1 7(82.478) 11(111.758) 11 3(43.678) 
1Ventilation Factors 1 8(89.168) 12(120.088) 11 4(49.088) 
http://nirserver.s tudentiastate.edu/virtutrace/processing/index. php 4/6/2011 
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Parsing decision data Page lof2 
, 




Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
SHF027-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Back Out (at: 44.141 seconds) 




Back Out 67% 





Available Resources: 33% 







Back Out average: 6.000 
Cool the Environment average: 1.500 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 1.500 
Ventilation Factors average: 1.500 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.500 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not hOlistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sec uence(time of selection) 
[;[] Cool the II Attack the Out Environment Fire 
Available 11 3(41.181)
Resources 
1Size Up Factors 1IRisklBenefit 1 11(16.601) I 





Parsing decision data Page lof2 
Upload decision data 
File: [Browse.. . II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8HF028-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 142.490 seconds) 




Back Out: 17% 

Attack the Fire: 67% 





Ventilation Factors: 50% 

Available Resources: 17% 







Back Out average: 0.600 
Attack the Fire average: 6.000 
Break Window average: 0.600 
Dimensions 
Ventilation Factors average: 3.000 
Available Resources average: 0.600 
Size Up Factors average: 0.600 
Risk/Benefit average: 0.600 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) 
~IcooltheOut Environment II Attack the Fire II Break Window 
II Available 
Resources I 
1Size Up Factors 1IRisk/Benefit 1 








11 3(91.270) 1 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Repo 
Results of file: 
8HF029-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 30.320 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack the Fire: 100% 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors: 100% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Attack the Fire average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) 
ICool the Attack the 
Environment Fire 





1Ventilation Factors 1 
Available 
Resources 




Parsing decision data Page 1 of2 
(., 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... II Upload I 
(., 

Decision Process Analysis Repo 
Results of file: 
8HF03D-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 24.507 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 





Attack the Fire average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) 
IAttack the 
Fire " BreakWindow 
~ICoolthe 
Out Environment 
IRisk/Benefit 111 (1 B.557) IIVentilation Factors I 
Available 
Resources 
ISize Up Factors I 
http://nirserver .studentiastate.edu/virtutrace/processing/index. php 411112011 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 1 
, 

Upload decision data 
File: Browse... II.. Upload I. 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8HF031-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 29.634 seconds) 

Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 

Selection Percentages 
No Selections were made 
Search Indices 
No Selections were made 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow (, L 
IVentilation Factors I 




No data available 
Heart Rate 
No data available 
Heart Rate Variability: HF/LF 
No data available 
http://nirserver.studentiastate.edu/virtutrace/processing/index.php 4/11/2011 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
(, Upload decision data 
File: ! Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8H F032-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Cool the Environment (at: 86.968 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Cool the Environment: 67% 
Attack the Fire: 33% 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors: 17% 
RiskJBenefit: 33% 
Ventilation Factors: 17% 
Available Resources: 33% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Cool the Environment average: 6.000 
Attack the Fire average: 1.500 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors average: 0.600 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.500 
Ventilation Factors average: 0.600 
Available Resources average: 1 .500 
Analysis of Completeness 




Window Out~ ------~~------~ISize Up Factors 113(56.328) 1 







Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
(, Upload decision data 
File: 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8HF033-DecisionResullsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 104.520 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack the Fire: 75% 






Ventilation Factors: 50% 

Available Resources: 25% 

(, Search Indices 
AHernatives 
Attack the Fire average: 9.000 
Cool the Environment average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.000 
Ventilation Factors average: 3.000 
Available Resources average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 




1Ventilation Factors 1 12(41.280) 
Available 3(88.140) 
Resources 




Parsing decision data Page 1 of 1 
Upload decision data 
" File: Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8H F034-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 67.789 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor):_ 
Selection Percentages 
No Selections were made 
Search Indices 
No Selections were made 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) 
I·Break
Window 1~lcooltheOut Environment 
IVentilation Factors I 
Available 
IResources ISize Up Factors IIRisk/Benefit I 




No data available 
Heart Rate 
No data available 
Heart Rate Variability: HF/LF 






Parsing decision data Page 1 of 1 
Upload decision data 
File: Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8HF035-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 54.666 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
No Selections were made 
Search Indices 
No Selections were made 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
, Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) 
I Cool the 
Environment IIA~acktheFire 






No data available 
Heart Rate 
No data available 
Heart Rate Variability: HF/LF 
No data available 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 1 
(., Upload decision data 
File: 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8HF036-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 85.285 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): 
Select.ion Percentages 
No Selections were made 
Search Indices 
No Selections were made 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 




Window 1~lcoo'theOut Environment 
IRisk/Benefit I 
IVentilation Factors I 
Available 
Resources 





No data available 
Heart Rate 
No data available 
Heart Rate Variability: HF/LF 
No data available 
411112011http://nirserver.studentiastate.edu/virtutrace/processing/index.php 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: [ Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Repo 
Results of file: 
8LS037 -DecisionResultsUpdated.xm I 
Final Choice 
Break Window (at: 50.521 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 





Break Window average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) 









1Ventilation Factors 1 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 1 
, 

Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8HF038-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 17.269 seconds) 

Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 

Selection Percentages 
No Selections were made 
Search Indices 
No Selections were made 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow , 

Leaend: number in selection seQuence(time of selection) 
ICool the 
Environment IIA~acktheFire 
ISize Up Factors I 
IRisk/Benefit I 
IVentilation Factors I 
Available 
Resources 
II BreakWindow I[;[JOut 
Physiological Report 
Blood Pressure 
No data available 
Heart Rate 
No data available 
Heart Rate Variability: HF/LF 
No data available 
http://nirserver.studentiastate.edu/virtutrace/processinglindex.php 511212011 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
, 
Upload decision data 
File: Browse... II Upload 1 
, 

Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8LS039-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Back Out (at: 400.358 seconds) 




Back Out: 20% 

Cool the Environment: 20% 

Attack the Fire: 40% 









Ventilation Factors: 20% 





Back Out average: 0.750 
Cool the Environment average: 0.750 
Attack the Fire average: 2.000 
Break Window average: 0.750 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 0.750 
Risk/Benefit average: 2.000 
Ventilation Factors average: 0.750 
Size Up Factors average: 0.750 
Analysis of Completeness 








1 Ventilation Factors 1 16(339.738) 117(354.428) 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8LS040-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 54.182 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack the Fire: 100% 
Dimensions 
Available Resources: 50% 
Size Up Factors: 50% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Attack the Fire average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 3.000 
Size Up Factors average: 3.000 
Analysis of Completeness 















Parsing decision data Page 1 of 1 
, 
Upload decision data 
File: [ Browse... II Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8lS041-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 29.786 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
No Selections were made 
Search Indices 
No Selections were made 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 





ISize Up Factors 
IRiSk/Benefit 
IVentilation Factors I 
Physiological Report 
Blood Pressure 
No data available 
Heart Rate 
No data available 
Heart Rate Variability: HF/LF 
No data available 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 1 
Upload decision data 
File: 8rowse... ..11 Upload I. 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8HF042-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 32.222 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor):_ 
Selection Percentages 
No Selections were made 
Search Indices 
No Selections were made 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
LeQend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) 
Cool the II Attack the III Break II oBauck I 
Environment II Fire II Window . t 
~--------~~--------~I~----~~----~ISize Up Factors I 
IRisk/Benefit I 





No data available 
Heart Rate 
No data available 
Heart Rate Variability: HF/LF 
No data available 
http://nirserver.studentiastate.edu/virtutrace/processing/index.php 5/1212011 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of2 
, 

Upload decision data 





Decision Process Analysis Repo 
Results of file: 
8HF043-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 30.297 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack the Fire: 100% 
Dimensions 
Available Resources: 100% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Attack the Fire average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) 
IAttack the Break ~Fire Window Out IRisk/Benefit 
IVentilation Factors 
Available 1(23.197) 





Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
, 

Upload decision data 





Decision Process Analysis Repe 
Results of file: 
8LS044-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 32.134 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack the Fire: 100% 
Dimensions 
Ventilation Factors: 100% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Attack the Fire average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Ventilation Factors average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection seQuence(time of selection) 
IBreak ~Icoo'the II Attack the Window Out Environment Fire 








Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 

File: l Browse.. . II.. Upload I. 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8LS045-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Back Out (at: 81.078 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Cool the Environment: 67% 
Back Out: 33% 
Dimensions 




Cool the Environment average: 6.000 
Back Out average: 1 .500 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors average: 6.000 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.500 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection)ICool the II Attack the II BreakEnvironment Fire Window OutI~ 
1Size Up Factors 111 (50.818) 13(72.468) 11 
1Risk/Benefit 11 2(59.118) 1 





Parsing decision data Page 1 of 1 
, 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... I[ Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8HF046-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 27.946 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
No Selections were made 
Search Indices 
No Selections were made 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
IRisk/Benefit I 
IVentilation Factors I 
Physiological Report 
Blood Pressure 
No data available 
Heart Rate 
No data available 
Heart Rate Variability: HF/LF 
No data available 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: [ Browse... 11 Upload 1 
Decision Process Analysis Repo 
ResuIts of fi Ie: 
8HF047-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Back Out (at: 78.912 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack the Fire: 100% 
Dimensions 




Attack the Fire average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 3.000 
Risk/Benefit average: 3.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) 
IBreak 
Window 1~lcooltheOut Environment 
1Ventilation Factors 1 
II Available 
Resources I 
1Size Up Factors 
1 









Parsing decision data Page 10f2 
, 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... 11 Upload I 
(, 

Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
SLS04S-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Cool the Environment (at: 163.842 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Cool the Environment: 67% 
Break Window: 33% 
Dimensions 




Cool the Environment average: 6.000 
Break Window average: 1.500 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors average: 6.000 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.500 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 










Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: [ Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8HF049-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 313.879 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor) : _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack the Fire: 50% 
Break Window: 25% 
Cool the Environment: 25% 
Dimensions 
Available Resources: 75% 
Size Up Factors: 25% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Attack the Fire average: 3.000 
Break Window average: 1.000 
Cool the Environment average: 1 .000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 9.000 
Size Up Factors average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 






Window II BackOut II Cool the Environment 
Available 
Resources 










Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: L _ . Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8LS050-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Back Out (at: 126.313 seconds) 




Back Out: 71% 





Ventilation Factors: 57% 









Back Out average: 7.500 
Cool the Environment average: 1.200 
Dimensions 
Ventilation Factors average: 4.000 
Available Resources average: 0.500 
Risk/Benefit average: 0.500 
Size Up Factors average: 0.500 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) 
I Break 
Window II Back Out 






1Size Up Factors 1 2(63.453) 







Parsing decision data Page lof2 
Upload decision data 
File: Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8HFHF051-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Back Out (at: 62.202 seconds) 




Break Window: 75% 













Break Window average: 9.000 
Back Out average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors average: 3.000 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.000 
Ventilation Factors average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection seQuence(time of selection) I II II
Cool the Attack the BreakEnvironment Fire Window OutI[;U 
1Size Up Factors 1 11(19.692) 11 4(53.352) 1 
IRisk/Benefit 12(29.722)1 1 







Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Repo 
Results of file: 
8LS052-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Break Window (at: 153.976 seconds) 












Break Window average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection} 
Attack the Break ~Fire Window Out 
1Risk/Benefit 1 11 (139.546) 1 
1Ventilation Factors 1 
II Available 
Resources I 





Parsing decision data Page 1 of 1 
Upload decision data 
File: I _ _ __ Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8HF053-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 29.883 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor):_ 
Selection Percentages 
No Selections were made 
Search Indices 
No Selections were made 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 




'Size Up Factors , 
, Risk/Benefit , 
IBreak Window Ire;;klI Cool the ~II Environment IIA~ackthe II Fire 
Physiological Report 
Blood Pressure 
No data available 
Heart Rate 
No data available 
Heart Rate Variability: HF/LF 
No data available 
http://nirserver.studentiastate.edu/virtutrace/processing/index.php 7/2/2011 
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Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I I Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Repo 
Results of file: 
8LS054-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 49.295 seconds) 
Smoke level (inches from the floor): _ 
Selection Percentages 
Alternatives 
Attack the Fire: 100% 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors: 100% 
Search Indices 
Alternatives 
Attack the Fire average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) 
Cool the Attack the Break 
Environment [;[]Fire Window Out 













Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I I Browse... I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Repo 
Results of 'file: 
8HF055-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 55.491 seconds) 












Attack the Fire average: 1.000 
Dimensions 
Size Up Factors average: 1.000 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) 
Attack the Break ~Fire Window Out 
1Risk/Benefit 1 
1Ventilation Factors 1 
Available IResources 





Parsing decision data Page 1 of 2 
Upload decision data 
File: I Browse.. . I Upload I 
Decision Process Analysis Report 
Results of file: 
8LS056b-DecisionResultsUpdated.xml 
Final Choice 
Attack the Fire (at: 150.412 seconds) 




Cool the Environment: 50% 





Available Resources: 33% 







Cool the Environment average: 3.000 
Attack the Fire average: 3.000 
Dimensions 
Available Resources average: 1.500 
Size Up Factors average: 1.500 
Risk/Benefit average: 1.500 
Analysis of Completeness 
User selection procedure was not holistic 
Selection Flow 
Legend: number in selection sequence(time of selection) IBreak _1~lcoolthe II A.Hack the Window Out Environment Fire 
1Ventilation Factors 1 
II Available 1 1(29.232) 11 2(42.862)
Resources I 1 
1Size Up Factors 14(62.012) 11 3(54.272)1 1 
1Risk/Benefit 16(81.622) 11 5(71.822)1 1 
http://nirserver.studentiastate.edu/virtutrace/processinglindex.php 7/2/2011 
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Appendix G – Post Experiment Focus Group Questionnaire 






Utilizing Virtual Reality Environments to 
Evaluate Firefighter Decision Making  
 
 Objective: Obtaining environmental ecological validity from experienced firefighters/incident 
commanders.  




Give an explanation  
Good afternoon. My name is _______ and this is my colleague ______.  
Thank you for coming. A focus group is a relaxed discussion..... 
  
Present the purpose  
We are here today to talk about your virtual reality experiences since you participated in 
the virtual reality firefighting environment. The purpose is to get your perceptions of how 
realistic and immersive the environments were. I am not here to share information, or to 
give you my opinions. Your perceptions are what matter. There are no right/wrong or 
desirable/undesirable answers. You can disagree with each other, and you can change 
your mind. I would like you to feel comfortable saying what you really think and how you 
really feel. 
402
 Discuss procedure 
______ (colleague) will be taking notes and/or video tape recording the discussion so 
that I do not miss anything you have to say. I explained these procedures to you when we 
set up this meeting. As you know everything is confidential. No one will know who said 
what. I want this to be a group discussion, so feel free to respond to me and to other 
members in the group without waiting to be called on. However, I would appreciate it if 
only one person did talk at a time. The discussion will last approximately one hour. There 
is a lot I want to discuss, so at times I may move us along a bit. 
  
Participant introduction 
Now, let's start by everyone sharing their name, what position you currently hold, and 
how long they've been in the fire service. 
  
Rapport building 
I want each of you to think of an adjective that best describes your overall feelings 
following the virtual reality experience. We're going to go around the room so you can 
share your choices. Please briefly explain why you selected the adjective(s) you did. 
  
Interview 
Describe how natural/unnatural did moving through the environment feel to you? 




Did the scenarios effectively represent decisions made in real-life firefighting? 




How much time pressure did you experience due to the rate or pace at which the tasks 
occurred? 







How familiar were you with the scenarios?  Are these common in the fire service? 






How good was the information you received from the audio? Was the knowledge 
communicated realistic? Informative? Useful? 







How successful do you think you were in accomplishing the goals of the task set by the 
experimenter (or yourself)? How satisfied were you with your performance in 
accomplishing these goals? 






Describe any feelings you may have felt during the tasks (e.g., insecure, discouraged, 
irritated, stressed, and annoyed versus secure, gratified, content, relaxed and 
complacent)?  







If you could change one thing about the entire experience, what would that be? 






Can you think of other scenarios that may be of interest to you to see in the virtual reality 
environment? 
Probes: Where would you have gotten this information? How would the 






If you were designing virtual reality scenrios in the future, how would you improve them? 






After going through this experiment, what areas do you feel you need more training in? 










Though there were many different opinions about _______, it appears unanimous that 
_______. Does anyone see it differently? It seems most of you agree ______, but some 
think that _____. Does anyone want to add or clarify an opinion on this? 
Is there any other information regarding your experience with or following the virtual 
reality environment that you think would be useful for me to know? 
Thank you very much for coming this afternoon. Your time is very much appreciated and 
your comments have been very helpful. 
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African-American  0.0% 0
Asian  0.0% 0
Hispanic 3.2% 2
Other 1.6% 1
 answered question 62
 skipped question 0















 answered question 62
 skipped question 0
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High school  0.0% 0
Some college 33.9% 21
Associate of Arts/Science 25.8% 16
Bachelor of Arts/Science 35.5% 22
Graduate degree or graduate 
classes
4.8% 3
 answered question 62
 skipped question 0






Volunteer  0.0% 0
Career 100.0% 62
 answered question 62
 skipped question 0
410
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Fire Chief 9.7% 6
Deputy Chief 4.8% 3
Assistant Chief 1.6% 1





 answered question 62
 skipped question 0
9. How many total years of experience do you have in the fire service?
Years






















10. Of that experience, how many years have been as a:
Years













































 answered question 62
 skipped question 0
12. Please describe your incident command experience in terms of years of primary job responsibility:
Years
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8












































Amount of time pressure 0.0% (0) 12.0% (3) 8.0% (2) 40.0% (10) 20.0% (5) 16.0% (4) 4.0% (1)
 answered question
 skipped question






Absolutely not 1.6% 1
It is very unlikely that people were 
in the house
11.3% 7
It is unlikely that people were in the 
house
25.8% 16
It is likely that people were in 
the house
45.2% 28
It is very likely that people were in 
the house
16.1% 10
Absolutely  0.0% 0
 answered question 62
 skipped question 0
413
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 answered question 59
 skipped question 3










Flashover  0.0% 0
Post-flashover 1.6% 1
 answered question 62
 skipped question 0




































Incipient fire 45.2% 28
Pre-backdraft 9.7% 6
Backdraft  0.0% 0
Pre-flashover 43.5% 27
Flashover 1.6% 1
Post-flashover  0.0% 0
 answered question 62
 skipped question 0






No formal training  0.0% 0
Approximately one training session 
every five years
6.5% 4




Two or more trainings a year 54.8% 34
 answered question 62
 skipped question 0
415
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20. Please provide a rough estimation of the number of times you have been engaged in 
real life in each one of the following firefighting scenarios (do not include training props):
 Never













Pre-backdraft 37.1% (23) 41.9% (26) 6.5% (4) 9.7% (6) 4.8% (3) 62
Backdraft 83.9% (52) 12.9% (8) 1.6% (1) 0.0% (0) 1.6% (1) 62
Rollover 9.7% (6) 37.1% (23) 29.0% (18) 19.4% (12) 4.8% (3) 62
Pre-flashover 17.7% (11) 46.8% (29) 17.7% (11) 12.9% (8) 4.8% (3) 62
Flashover 72.6% (45) 19.4% (12) 1.6% (1) 3.2% (2) 3.2% (2) 62
 answered question 62
 skipped question 0
416
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A. While taking part in the 
scenarios, I felt completely 
engaged.
0.0% (0) 6.5% (4) 9.7% (6) 59.7% (37) 24.2% (15) 62
B. The visual aspects of the 
environments involved me.
0.0% (0) 1.6% (1) 4.8% (3) 56.5% (35) 37.1% (23) 62
C. While in the virtual environment, 
I was unaware of events occurring 
in the real world around me.
1.6% (1) 14.5% (9) 9.7% (6) 46.8% (29) 27.4% (17) 62
D. I was unaware of my display 
and control devices.
8.1% (5) 50.0% (31) 25.8% (16) 11.3% (7) 4.8% (3) 62
E. I was easily able to recognize 
objects. 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 4.8% (3) 43.5% (27) 51.6% (32) 62
F. I could examine objects from 
multiple viewpoints without 
difficulty.
0.0% (0) 8.1% (5) 24.2% (15) 48.4% (30) 19.4% (12) 62
G. I did not feel confused or 
disoriented at any point during the 
experimental sessions.
0.0% (0) 22.6% (14) 14.5% (9) 45.2% (28) 17.7% (11) 62
H. I was very involved in the 
virtual environment experience.
0.0% (0) 4.8% (3) 6.5% (4) 66.1% (41) 22.6% (14) 62
I. By the end of the experience, I 
felt proficient in moving and 
interacting with the virtual 
environments.
0.0% (0) 12.9% (8) 22.6% (14) 45.2% (28) 19.4% (12) 62
J. I was so involved in the 
experience that I lost track time.
0.0% (0) 25.8% (16) 29.0% (18) 32.3% (20) 12.9% (8) 62
 answered question 62
 skipped question 0
417
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A. The auditory aspects of the 
environment helped me feel 
involved.
0.0% (0) 1.6% (1) 6.5% (4) 72.6% (45) 19.4% (12) 62
B. I experienced no difficulty 
identifying sounds.
1.6% (1) 17.7% (11) 6.5% (4) 54.8% (34) 19.4% (12) 62
C. I was able to localize sounds. 1.6% (1) 8.1% (5) 22.6% (14) 54.8% (34) 12.9% (8) 62
D. The sound helped enhance the 
experience.
0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 6.6% (4) 63.9% (39) 29.5% (18) 61
E. The radio-simulated sound 
helped enhance the experience.
0.0% (0) 1.6% (1) 4.8% (3) 61.3% (38) 32.3% (20) 62
F. I experienced no difficulty in 
understanding sounds during the 
experiment.
1.6% (1) 14.5% (9) 6.5% (4) 61.3% (38) 16.1% (10) 62
 answered question 62
 skipped question 0
418
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A. I was visually able to survey 
and search the environment.
0.0% (0) 8.3% (5) 6.7% (4) 58.3% (35) 26.7% (16) 60
B. The visual display quality did not 
distract me from the environment.
0.0% (0) 6.8% (4) 10.2% (6) 61.0% (36) 22.0% (13) 59
C. The control mechanism did not 
distract me.
1.7% (1) 16.7% (10) 31.7% (19) 41.7% (25) 8.3% (5) 60
D. The control devices did not 
distract me from the environment.
1.7% (1) 16.7% (10) 28.3% (17) 43.3% (26) 10.0% (6) 60
E. I was able to concentrate on the 
environment rather than on the 
control mechanisms.
0.0% (0) 15.3% (9) 32.2% (19) 39.0% (23) 13.6% (8) 59
 answered question 60
 skipped question 2
419
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A. I was able to adjust easily and 
quickly to working in the virtual 
reality environment.
0.0% (0) 6.5% (4) 25.8% (16) 56.5% (35) 11.3% (7) 62
B. The interactions with the virtual 
environment seemed natural.
0.0% (0) 16.1% (10) 25.8% (16) 48.4% (30) 9.7% (6) 62
C. My movement through the 
virtual reality environment felt 
natural.
1.6% (1) 29.5% (18) 37.7% (23) 26.2% (16) 4.9% (3) 61
D. Controlling my movement 
through the virtual reality 
environment did not distract me 
from the task at hand.
1.6% (1) 27.9% (17) 34.4% (21) 29.5% (18) 6.6% (4) 61
E. My general experiences in the 
virtual fire environment seemed 
consistent with my real-world 
experiences.
0.0% (0) 12.9% (8) 25.8% (16) 53.2% (33) 8.1% (5) 62
F. My ability to identify fire 
condition indicators was consistent 
with my ability to identify these 
indications in real-life scenarios.
1.6% (1) 6.5% (4) 22.6% (14) 62.9% (39) 6.5% (4) 62
 answered question 62
 skipped question 0
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A. Using the decision table did not 
interfere with the flow of events.
6.6% (4) 31.1% (19) 31.1% (19) 26.2% (16) 4.9% (3) 61
B. The decision table provided 
information that I typically obtain to 
make real life decisions during line 
of action.
0.0% (0) 4.9% (3) 13.1% (8) 70.5% (43) 11.5% (7) 61
 answered question 61
 skipped question 1
26. Please list any other information which was NOT available in the decision table that you 






 answered question 18
 skipped question 44
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Page 1, Q1.  Please enter your assigned participant code for this study.
1 LS056 Jun 21, 2011 3:46 AM
2 HF055 Jun 17, 2011 6:42 AM
3 LS052 Jun 10, 2011 8:52 AM
4 LS054 Jun 10, 2011 8:31 AM
5 HF053 Jun 10, 2011 7:19 AM
6 HF051 Jun 3, 2011 8:02 AM
7 LS050 May 27, 2011 7:33 AM
8 HF049 May 13, 2011 10:13 AM
9 LS048 Apr 29, 2011 8:11 AM
10 HF046 Apr 29, 2011 6:52 AM
11 HF047 Apr 29, 2011 6:08 AM
12 LS045 Apr 22, 2011 9:13 AM
13 LS044 Apr 22, 2011 8:17 AM
14 HF042 Apr 22, 2011 6:49 AM
15 HF043 Apr 22, 2011 6:08 AM
16 LS041 Apr 15, 2011 10:07 AM
17 LS039 Apr 15, 2011 8:42 AM
18 LS040 Apr 15, 2011 7:41 AM
19 LS037 Apr 15, 2011 7:00 AM
20 HF038 Apr 15, 2011 6:21 AM
21 HF036 Apr 8, 2011 9:19 AM
22 HF034 Apr 8, 2011 8:16 AM
23 HF035 Apr 8, 2011 7:58 AM
24 HF032 Apr 8, 2011 7:03 AM
25 HF033 Apr 8, 2011 6:59 AM
26 HF031 Apr 1, 2011 2:47 PM
27 HF029 Apr 1, 2011 12:20 PM
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Page 1, Q1.  Please enter your assigned participant code for this study.
28 HF030 Apr 1, 2011 11:28 AM
29 HF27 Mar 25, 2011 9:01 AM
30 HF028 Mar 25, 2011 8:15 AM
31 HF025 Mar 25, 2011 7:26 AM
32 HF026 Mar 25, 2011 6:33 AM
33 HF024 Mar 17, 2011 5:42 AM
34 HF023 Mar 11, 2011 10:39 AM
35 HF021 Mar 11, 2011 8:40 AM
36 HF022 Mar 11, 2011 8:21 AM
37 HF020 Mar 11, 2011 8:06 AM
38 LS019 Mar 4, 2011 8:30 AM
39 HF018 Mar 4, 2011 6:58 AM
40 HF017 Feb 25, 2011 10:43 AM
41 HF016 Feb 25, 2011 9:56 AM
42 HF014 Feb 25, 2011 8:08 AM
43 HF015 Feb 25, 2011 7:29 AM
44 LS012 Feb 18, 2011 10:07 AM
45 LS013 Feb 18, 2011 10:04 AM
46 LS010 Feb 18, 2011 8:39 AM
47 LS011 Feb 18, 2011 7:54 AM
48 fg009 Jul 7, 2010 2:59 PM
49 fg008 Jul 7, 2010 2:27 PM
50 fg007 Jul 7, 2010 1:02 PM
51 FG006 Jul 7, 2010 12:27 PM
52 FG005 May 28, 2010 10:08 AM
53 FG004 May 28, 2010 9:45 AM
54 FG003 May 28, 2010 9:16 AM
423
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Page 1, Q1.  Please enter your assigned participant code for this study.
55 FG002 May 28, 2010 8:52 AM
56 FG001 May 28, 2010 8:29 AM
57 FG6 May 19, 2010 9:04 AM
58 5 Apr 28, 2010 10:25 AM
59 4 Apr 28, 2010 9:53 AM
60 3 Apr 28, 2010 9:30 AM
61 2 Apr 28, 2010 9:01 AM
62 1 Apr 28, 2010 8:28 AM
424
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Page 7, Q3.  Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question.
1 Mail still in the mailbox indicating no one had picked up the mail. Jun 21, 2011 3:50 AM
2 I assume always that an involved structure is occupied unless on scene reliable
info states the contrary.
Jun 17, 2011 8:22 AM
3 No cars were parked on the street, no other info was given if there were
occupants.
Jun 10, 2011 9:48 AM
4 No cars or signs of people Jun 10, 2011 8:53 AM
5 Car in Drive, Mailbox open Jun 10, 2011 8:18 AM
6 Vehicles in driveway Jun 3, 2011 8:05 AM
7 Newspapers stacked by the door.  Mailbox full.  No cars around. No toys or lawn
furniture around house.
May 27, 2011 7:43 AM
8 Vehicle in the garage. Garage Door open. May 13, 2011 10:31 AM
9 type of residence time of day Apr 29, 2011 8:19 AM
10 Vehicle in driveway Apr 29, 2011 7:29 AM
11 Truck in Driveway Apr 29, 2011 6:55 AM
12 pool drained, newspapers out front, mail box open with uncollected contents. Apr 22, 2011 9:16 AM
13 Middle of the day, no vehicles or other signs of occupation. Apr 22, 2011 8:19 AM
14 Car in driveway Apr 22, 2011 7:24 AM
15 Time of day Apr 22, 2011 6:52 AM
16 it is a residential structure... i am going to assume there is until told otherwise Apr 15, 2011 10:12 AM
17 newspapers out front Apr 15, 2011 9:27 AM
18 newspapers,mail,empty pool Apr 15, 2011 8:45 AM
19 vehicle in drive way/time of day Apr 15, 2011 7:32 AM
20 The garage door were down and the newspaper was on the sidewalk. Apr 15, 2011 7:02 AM
21 vehicle in drive Apr 8, 2011 8:48 AM
22 Truck in drive Apr 8, 2011 8:18 AM
23 Daytime incident.  Could be a family home, but no visible cars in the driveway. Apr 8, 2011 7:43 AM
24 vehicle in the driveway Apr 8, 2011 7:06 AM
25 Because there is not an "I don't know" responce option. Apr 1, 2011 2:51 PM
26 There was a small Chevy S-10 pickup truck in driveway. Apr 1, 2011 12:53 PM
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Page 7, Q3.  Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question.
27 Daytime fire; residential, everyone should be awake & aware Apr 1, 2011 12:23 PM
28 car in drive,  day time Mar 25, 2011 9:42 AM
29 Truck in driveway Open mailbox Mar 25, 2011 9:04 AM
30 vehicle  in driveway Mar 25, 2011 8:02 AM
31 Daytime, car in driveway, no people outside Mar 25, 2011 7:29 AM
32 Time of day, truck in driveway, and reported by passer by. Mar 17, 2011 5:44 AM
33 Car in the driveway.  I should have listened to all the information and walked
around the house.
Mar 11, 2011 10:42 AM
34 car in driveway Mar 11, 2011 9:25 AM
35 Day time in a residential neighborhood Mar 11, 2011 8:43 AM
36 Truck in driveway Mar 11, 2011 8:09 AM
37 Mail and news paper build up but still must assume that people are inside until
you determine that no one is by searching the home.
Mar 4, 2011 8:40 AM
38 It was reported from a firefighter that people were inside and if we could ventilate
it would assist them.
Mar 4, 2011 8:01 AM
39 Addditonal resources are delayed for vertical ventilation.  The goal is to make the
interior tennable for the possible occupants in a timely manner.
Feb 25, 2011 10:47 AM
40 Truck in the driveway Feb 25, 2011 10:02 AM
41 Vehicle in the driveway. Feb 25, 2011 8:49 AM
42 There was a truck un the driveway. Feb 25, 2011 8:13 AM
43 shoes at the front door Feb 18, 2011 10:48 AM
44 thought i saw shoes near the front entrance Feb 18, 2011 10:10 AM
45 Due to time of day, no cars in driveway, mail/newspaper has not been received
for awhile
Feb 18, 2011 9:19 AM
46 accumulation of mail and newspapers in the mailbox and on the front step. Feb 18, 2011 8:42 AM
47 Did not hear info that told me otherwise. Jul 7, 2010 3:06 PM
48 Build Up of Newpapers and Mail In The Mailbox Jul 7, 2010 1:06 PM
49 Newspaper was sitting outside the front door and had not been picked up. Jul 7, 2010 12:35 PM
50 there was high smoke coming form every window and eve so they were unlikely
not in there unless they were unresponsive
May 28, 2010 10:15 AM
426
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Page 7, Q3.  Please explain why you selected the option for the previous question.
51 there was a stack of news papers on the front porch there was mail in the mail
box there was no cars in the garage and there was not any water in the pool that
I could tell...
May 28, 2010 9:56 AM
52 It was stated there were no occupants May 28, 2010 9:23 AM
53 I did not get information indicating that there were or were not in the house so I
go with there being occupants until confirmed.
May 28, 2010 8:39 AM
54 time of day May 19, 2010 9:08 AM
55 Car in front of house Apr 28, 2010 10:32 AM
56 Daytime hours- most people can self evac. during the daytime. Apr 28, 2010 10:00 AM
57 People weren't home, they garage doors weren't open so it lead me to believe it
was during the day.
Apr 28, 2010 9:42 AM
58 time of day - I though I heard that the door was locked Apr 28, 2010 9:10 AM
59 Day time - they should have self escaped. No toys or activity outside of the
home. I would have prioritized fire control over primary search without a known
or likely rescue.
Apr 28, 2010 8:46 AM
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Page 15, Q2.  Please list any other information which was NOT available in the decision table that you might
typically get over the radio. 
1 None. Jun 10, 2011 9:52 AM
2 Water supply location, initial report by a police officer or information from other
911 calls that may have been placed by passerbys, neighbors, etc.
Jun 3, 2011 8:13 AM
3 More dispatch information about  who called 911 (owners vs. neighbor, etc.) May 13, 2011 10:36 AM
4 Crews on hand that we can deploy. Apr 29, 2011 7:00 AM
5 A HUD of the functions of the controler Apr 22, 2011 7:29 AM
6 reports from neighbors or bystanders or witnesses. Apr 15, 2011 8:54 AM
7 In the first scenario, I was unable to move and perform a 360 walk around. Apr 1, 2011 2:58 PM
8 Other units/resources that are enroute to the scene. Apr 1, 2011 12:59 PM
9 occupant status Mar 25, 2011 7:34 AM
10 Some of that information we get enroute and know before we arrive.  It was hard
to get that information while on scene and trying to get the size up done.
Mar 11, 2011 10:51 AM
11 The decision table seemed to work differrently in the fire scenarios. Mar 11, 2011 8:48 AM
12 In the first fire scenario from the exterior I could not hear half of the choices and
DC Bayouths voice. It was adjusted for the interior scenario. I would have liked
being able to hear the information better for the exterior of the building.
Mar 11, 2011 8:16 AM
13 Is an officer on scene? Mar 4, 2011 8:47 AM
14 None. Feb 25, 2011 10:57 AM
15 Time of day Feb 25, 2011 8:58 AM
16 I think I needed more time getting use to the movement part of the simulator to
get a good opinion.
May 28, 2010 9:03 AM
17 the ability to request additonal resources Apr 28, 2010 9:08 AM
18 1. Reports by occupants or neighbors of occupants and possible seat of fire.
This wouldn't be on radio, but face-to-face interaction upon arrival. 2. Wind
speed and direction for concern with wind-driven fires. 3. I may have missed this,
but units starting their response and arriving.
Apr 28, 2010 8:43 AM
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FG001 67.3 91.8 80.5 4.3 75.5 -10.9 21.6 10.6   316.0 348.0 329.1 9.8 114.0 177.2 205.3 
FG002 74.7 199.2 96.2 14.9 82.1 -9.1 142.6 4.6   145.1 175.0 159.6 9.3 122.0 19.0 43.4 
FG003 61.6 83.9 68.0 5.5 63.3 -2.6 32.6 10.2   159.9 170.0 164.2 3.9 118.0 35.5 44.1 
FG004 84.4 111.4 97.2 6.9 88.6 -4.7 25.7 3.6   154.0 188.0 169.0 8.5 165.0 -6.7 13.9 
FG005 58.2 84.5 70.3 5.6 61.8 -5.9 36.7 5.0   150.6 172.0 163.9 5.6 108.0 39.4 59.3 
FG006 57.5 183.1 111.0 16.1 85.0 -32.4 115.4 2.6   179.4 200.0 188.8 6.3 138.0 30.0 44.9 
FG007 85.5 159.8 107.4 8.5 107.3 -20.3 48.9 3.8   172.0 211.0 193.9 10.1 133.0 29.3 58.6 
FG008 70.8 84.9 75.1 3.0 74.5 -5.0 13.9 1.7   176.5 182.0 180.0 4.5 118.0 49.6 54.2 
FG009 67.7 97.7 83.2 6.8 71.6 -5.4 36.4 7.8   176.0 202.0 188.2 8.2 138.0 27.5 46.4 
FG1 66.5 147.5 76.1 6.0 70.5 -5.7 109.2 9.3   178.0 219.0 198.5 8.8 135.0 31.9 62.2 
FG2 79.1 98.6 87.9 4.1 83.8 -5.6 17.7 2.7   166.1 179.0 173.0 3.2 132.0 25.8 35.6 
FG3 71.0 102.3 90.7 6.3 86.7 -18.1 18.0 7.4   164.5 206.5 181.1 12.4 142.0 15.8 45.4 
FG4 70.7 94.7 83.7 2.9 75.9 -6.8 24.8 3.9   137.5 148.5 141.2 2.8 121.0 13.6 22.7 
FG5 47.6 168.6 93.0 6.7 87.4 -45.5 92.9 9.5   210.5 237.5 220.4 7.1 130.0 61.9 82.7 
HF014 63.3 120.4 74.7 5.9 75.4 -16.1 59.6 1.5   201.8 222.0 211.0 6.0 145.0 39.2 53.1 
HF015 59.9 82.7 73.1 4.3 71.7 -16.4 15.3 11.4   152.5 152.5 152.5 2.0 123.0 24.0 24.0 
HF016 85.0 105.7 97.8 10.1 89.3 -4.8 18.3 1.9   138.0 233.0 198.3 24.1 136.0 1.5 71.3 
HF017 80.4 110.0 96.3 5.7 92.7 -13.2 18.7 8.2   125.5 211.5 173.1 21.7 143.0 -12.2 47.9 
HF018 42.0 92.5 78.7 7.8 69.6 -39.7 32.9 12.7   133.5 166.5 153.5 9.8 116.0 15.1 43.5 
HF020 59.6 122.0 95.8 11.0 95.1 -37.4 28.3 0.7   167.5 213.5 197.6 11.9 124.0 35.1 72.2 
HF021 70.4 107.6 88.7 6.3 89.2 -21.1 20.6 4.8   158.5 175.5 164.2 4.8 128.0 23.8 37.1 
HF022 80.3 108.2 95.1 3.7 80.4 -0.2 34.5 4.8   143.0 181.6 166.0 13.1 116.0 23.3 56.6 
HF023 77.6 103.0 91.2 6.0 82.8 -6.3 24.4 10.7   153.2 160.0 156.7 3.5 115.0 33.2 39.1 
HF024 36.5 96.5 79.4 11.8 73.2 -50.2 31.8 3.1   112.9 180.0 164.3 16.1 115.0 -1.8 56.5 
HF025 70.5 104.6 90.6 7.4 75.6 -6.7 38.3 8.6   205.1 241.5 224.2 10.6 142.0 44.4 70.1 
HF026 77.9 114.0 91.0 7.3 75.7 2.9 50.6 1.9   219.0 247.2 232.2 7.0 161.0 36.0 53.6 
HF027 88.3 106.1 101.3 8.0 119.0 -25.8 -10.8 1.8   112.5 182.3 141.4 22.0 147.0 -23.5 24.0 
HF028 61.9 118.3 77.5 6.0 79.4 -22.0 49.0 4.2   159.5 190.5 174.3 12.4 130.0 22.7 46.5 
HF029 86.7 103.7 96.2 3.6 79.7 8.7 30.1 3.5   225.6 243.0 233.4 6.1 147.0 53.4 65.3 
HF030 64.8 182.6 82.5 13.3 84.8 -23.6 115.3 4.0   168.6 197.5 184.2 7.2 137.0 23.1 44.2 
HF031 75.2 106.9 85.7 10.0 79.7 -5.7 34.2 2.5   140.5 175.0 163.6 10.6 120.0 17.1 45.8 
HF032 92.1 102.1 96.5 2.8 90.4 1.9 12.9 8.0   104.0 172.0 133.2 22.9 147.0 -29.3 17.0 
HF033 72.1 92.1 81.6 4.5 75.3 -4.3 22.3 3.8   125.0 165.0 146.9 9.9 133.0 -6.0 24.1 
HF034 67.6 177.6 93.6 12.6 87.4 -22.6 103.2 5.6   125.0 180.0 153.2 19.7 130.0 -3.8 38.5 
HF035 70.6 109.5 88.4 6.8 80.1 -11.9 36.7 1.8   192.2 206.0 199.1 3.7 138.0 39.3 49.3 
HF036 62.1 88.8 69.9 5.5 66.6 -6.7 33.3 1.7   172.0 195.0 185.1 7.7 142.0 21.1 37.3 
HF038 46.5 186.7 97.8 17.0 73.7 -37.0 153.4 0.2   67.5 157.7 136.7 22.1 116.0 -41.8 35.9 
HF042 67.4 163.2 77.0 9.3 72.6 -7.2 124.8 6.7   197.0 252.0 214.9 17.0 132.0 49.2 90.9 
HF043 35.7 199.5 92.5 38.9 82.5 -56.7 141.8 0.4   98.5 154.5 133.8 15.9 121.0 -18.6 27.7 
HF046 82.6 106.3 94.3 5.1 82.2 0.5 29.3 7.2   144.0 210.0 182.6 12.7 121.0 19.0 73.6 
429
HF047 64.1 144.2 95.0 11.8 94.0 -31.8 53.4 1.4   197.0 247.0 226.2 14.6 117.0 68.4 111.1 
HF049 69.0 136.8 90.9 12.4 73.7 -6.4 85.7 7.3   170.6 171.3 170.9 1.5 129.0 32.2 32.8 
HF051 46.1 154.4 90.9 7.5 71.9 -35.9 114.7 12.0   168.9 185.0 178.6 6.4 129.0 30.9 43.4 
HF053 74.5 92.5 83.7 3.4 69.5 7.2 33.0 8.7   170.5 186.5 180.8 5.3 112.0 52.2 66.5 
HF055 71.7 183.4 108.8 21.4 78.3 -8.4 134.2 0.6   208.5 237.5 216.4 9.2 130.0 60.4 82.7 
LS010 65.6 101.9 83.2 9.0 82.4 -20.4 23.7 11.6   128.5 184.5 149.3 11.1 135.0 -4.8 36.7 
LS011 73.0 111.2 94.6 7.5 78.8 -7.4 41.2 2.8   144.0 190.0 171.6 10.5 128.0 12.5 48.4 
LS012 86.3 178.6 117.4 12.4 78.7 9.6 126.8 2.9   181.9 204.0 191.6 5.4 127.0 43.2 60.6 
LS013 31.3 181.8 86.9 18.8 78.7 -60.2 130.9 2.4   94.8 253.5 175.3 26.1 134.0 -29.3 89.2 
LS019 76.8 164.7 113.5 9.5 78.7 -2.3 109.3 4.8   145.5 243.1 186.6 35.0 132.0 10.2 84.2 
LS037 31.0 194.4 92.3 33.7 78.7 -60.6 147.1 0.2   168.5 184.5 178.1 4.3 157.0 7.3 17.5 
LS039 57.1 111.9 75.7 7.5 78.6 -27.4 42.3 6.7   129.0 151.0 136.0 4.1 124.0 4.0 21.8 
LS040 70.5 95.9 81.8 4.6 78.6 -10.4 22.0 25.1   131.0 185.0 163.5 12.3 128.0 2.3 44.5 
LS041 57.6 195.7 86.1 15.8 78.6 -26.7 148.9 1.3   161.5 161.5 161.5 2.2 130.0 24.2 24.2 
LS044 30.3 195.0 96.8 60.4 78.6 -61.4 148.2 2.9   174.7 193.5 185.9 5.9 123.0 42.0 57.3 
LS045 76.8 104.8 92.8 5.5 78.6 -2.2 33.5 6.9   162.5 183.5 172.9 4.8 125.0 30.0 46.8 
LS048 76.9 93.7 85.1 3.7 78.5 -2.0 19.3 9.2   163.5 189.5 177.9 6.7 117.0 39.7 62.0 
LS050 71.3 154.8 94.5 6.6 78.5 -9.2 97.1 37.9   133.0 176.7 151.0 10.4 128.0 3.9 38.0 
LS052 37.2 95.0 79.7 10.4 78.5 -52.6 21.0 8.4   166.0 166.0 166.0 2.4 130.0 27.7 27.7 
LS054 45.5 193.8 94.4 26.1 78.5 -42.0 147.0 1.2   204.9 216.5 211.8 4.6 135.0 51.8 60.4 
































































































FG001 73.2 90.5 81.4 3.7 75.5 -3.1 19.8   296.0 332.0 314.7 10.0 114.0 159.6 191.2 
FG002 72.4 183.7 103.5 21.8 82.1 -11.8 123.7   134.8 153.0 146.1 5.4 122.0 10.5 25.4 
FG003 62.5 144.1 70.7 10.5 63.3 -1.3 127.6   117.3 164.0 149.6 16.7 118.0 -0.6 39.0 
FG004 85.4 103.6 93.5 5.2 88.6 -3.6 16.9   151.0 184.0 164.9 11.6 165.0 -8.5 11.5 
FG005 64.0 82.7 71.9 4.1 61.8 3.6 33.8   152.0 165.0 156.1 5.1 108.0 40.8 52.8 
FG006 79.1 180.2 117.6 26.9 85.0 -7.0 112.0   177.0 188.3 180.8 6.6 138.0 28.3 36.4 
FG007 79.7 174.1 109.6 13.0 107.3 -25.7 62.2   181.0 199.0 188.2 5.9 133.0 36.1 49.6 
FG008 70.5 87.3 76.1 4.3 74.5 -5.3 17.1   181.6 189.0 186.3 4.3 118.0 53.9 60.2 
FG009 67.0 93.4 81.2 5.3 71.6 -6.5 30.5   179.9 180.0 179.8 5.2 138.0 30.3 30.4 
FG1 59.2 130.3 81.7 9.0 70.5 -16.0 84.8   192.0 201.0 196.4 4.5 135.0 42.2 48.9 
FG2 79.9 119.5 106.8 6.7 83.8 -4.6 42.6   164.0 197.9 180.4 10.7 132.0 24.2 49.9 
FG3 77.1 96.2 87.9 3.8 86.7 -11.0 11.0   173.8 195.5 188.4 7.0 142.0 22.4 37.7 
FG4 82.7 89.6 86.4 2.9 75.9 8.9 18.1   148.5 149.0 148.5 4.0 121.0 22.7 23.1 
FG5 67.8 190.8 101.2 15.7 87.4 -22.5 118.3   222.5 245.8 234.1 10.5 130.0 71.2 89.1 
HF014 66.9 80.5 74.3 3.1 75.4 -11.3 6.8   199.0 204.0 201.5 4.5 145.0 37.2 40.7 
HF015 56.5 119.3 72.8 9.0 71.7 -21.2 66.4   152.5 152.5 152.4 4.3 123.0 24.0 24.0 
HF016 44.2 44.2 44.2 1.3 89.3 -50.4 -50.4   213.0 213.0 212.8 6.1 136.0 56.6 56.6 
HF017 84.6 107.4 99.0 6.9 92.7 -8.7 15.9   161.5 161.5 161.4 4.7 143.0 12.9 12.9 
HF018 67.9 79.8 73.8 3.0 69.6 -2.4 14.6   149.5 149.5 149.4 3.5 116.0 28.9 28.9 
HF020 65.2 118.0 90.9 12.5 95.1 -31.4 24.1   204.5 212.1 207.3 5.7 124.0 64.9 71.1 
430
HF021 69.3 101.6 89.4 10.9 89.2 -22.3 13.8   167.9 170.5 169.0 7.1 128.0 31.1 33.2 
HF022 88.6 101.7 95.3 4.0 80.4 10.2 26.5   129.0 163.0 145.3 13.4 116.0 11.2 40.5 
HF023 50.7 108.9 99.4 8.7 82.8 -38.8 31.6   127.0 151.2 140.0 8.7 115.0 10.4 31.5 
HF024 38.3 90.9 71.4 15.7 73.2 -47.6 24.2   128.0 161.0 146.1 9.7 115.0 11.3 40.0 
HF025 76.0 107.3 88.5 8.6 75.6 0.5 42.0   222.9 234.5 230.4 4.5 142.0 57.0 65.1 
HF026 81.5 112.3 95.0 5.9 75.7 7.6 48.4   183.0 241.0 219.4 18.6 161.0 13.7 49.7 
HF027 134.7 134.7 134.6 3.6 119.0 13.2 13.2   158.5 158.5 158.4 4.3 147.0 7.8 7.8 
HF028 40.9 125.1 81.0 8.5 79.4 -48.5 57.6   159.5 159.5 159.5 2.4 130.0 22.7 22.7 
HF029 91.4 107.3 98.8 5.0 79.7 14.6 34.7   201.4 216.0 210.0 7.8 147.0 37.0 46.9 
HF030 68.0 173.1 81.9 16.1 84.8 -19.9 104.1   120.8 175.5 148.4 16.9 137.0 -11.8 28.1 
HF031 70.7 95.6 85.4 7.6 79.7 -11.3 20.0   154.4 185.0 172.5 11.5 120.0 28.6 54.2 
HF032 89.1 101.7 96.2 3.3 90.4 -1.4 12.5   164.0 164.0 163.9 3.1 147.0 11.6 11.6 
HF033 77.8 148.0 97.7 8.0 75.3 3.3 96.6   150.0 172.5 157.3 6.8 133.0 12.8 29.7 
HF034 65.4 199.2 95.1 23.2 87.4 -25.2 127.9   165.0 165.0 164.9 3.6 130.0 26.9 26.9 
HF035 73.7 102.4 89.1 7.3 80.1 -8.0 27.8   139.9 203.0 176.0 20.8 138.0 1.3 47.1 
HF036 62.8 95.3 74.7 8.2 66.6 -5.7 43.1   172.0 178.0 175.1 3.8 142.0 21.1 25.4 
HF038 86.9 97.8 91.6 5.3 73.7 17.9 32.7   118.5 139.3 127.4 7.8 116.0 2.2 20.0 
HF042 39.5 97.4 74.2 8.9 72.6 -45.6 34.1   152.0 152.0 151.8 4.8 132.0 15.2 15.2 
HF043 64.6 192.9 111.4 38.7 82.5 -21.7 133.8   137.4 143.5 141.0 4.9 121.0 13.5 18.6 
HF046 85.3 100.1 93.5 5.5 82.2 3.7 21.8   134.4 184.0 167.6 17.9 121.0 11.1 52.1 
HF047 66.7 132.6 93.0 10.6 94.0 -29.0 41.0   196.4 225.0 216.2 11.0 117.0 67.9 92.3 
HF049 64.9 135.5 92.9 13.8 73.7 -11.9 83.8   137.0 176.0 159.4 12.8 129.0 6.2 36.4 
HF051 80.1 96.2 88.8 4.2 71.9 11.4 33.8   166.3 170.0 169.3 3.9 129.0 28.9 31.8 
HF053 78.2 88.4 83.2 3.9 69.5 12.5 27.2   179.5 186.7 181.8 6.4 112.0 60.3 66.7 
HF055 67.4 196.9 104.5 22.3 78.3 -13.9 151.5   186.5 206.5 195.6 8.8 130.0 43.5 58.8 
LS010 72.5 98.7 88.3 5.8 82.4 -12.1 19.8   126.5 169.5 150.7 12.0 135.0 -6.3 25.6 
LS011 76.3 112.0 99.7 7.2 97.7 -21.9 14.7   134.3 194.0 172.8 14.7 128.0 4.9 51.6 
LS012 85.1 165.8 114.1 12.6 96.6 -11.9 71.7   183.7 196.0 189.4 3.8 127.0 44.7 54.3 
LS013 31.8 137.5 78.9 15.1 92.5 -65.6 48.6   120.5 137.5 128.6 5.7 134.0 -10.1 2.6 
LS019 95.6 112.4 105.4 5.5 82.5 15.9 36.3   218.5 218.5 218.3 6.9 132.0 65.5 65.5 
LS037 39.6 196.6 84.0 25.0 68.4 -42.1 187.4   166.5 182.5 174.1 6.0 157.0 6.1 16.2 
LS039 58.7 199.2 84.0 14.7 60.0 -2.2 231.9   121.0 163.0 138.1 9.4 124.0 -2.4 31.5 
LS040 65.0 84.3 76.8 4.5 75.8 -14.3 11.3   179.0 182.3 179.2 4.4 128.0 39.8 42.4 
LS041 74.2 185.3 85.5 23.3 75.2 -1.3 146.5   161.5 161.5 161.3 5.3 130.0 24.2 24.2 
LS044 35.2 197.2 64.9 33.2 70.9 -50.4 178.2   25.5 25.5 25.5 0.8 123.0 -79.3 -79.3 
LS045 80.9 98.9 88.7 4.8 80.7 0.3 22.5   163.3 174.5 169.4 4.8 125.0 30.7 39.6 
LS048 44.1 106.3 86.2 6.5 80.4 -45.1 32.2   119.9 185.5 159.9 22.2 117.0 2.5 58.5 
LS050 72.7 161.3 94.9 7.1 82.1 -11.4 96.4   138.0 138.0 138.0 2.2 128.0 7.8 7.8 
LS052 41.0 97.8 81.1 10.3 76.5 -46.4 27.9   166.0 166.0 166.0 2.4 130.0 27.7 27.7 
LS054 68.3 192.3 79.8 15.1 76.0 -10.1 153.0   202.5 215.0 207.8 6.5 135.0 50.0 59.3 
LS056 57.3 70.4 63.9 2.9 67.3 -14.8 4.6   181.5 206.5 191.2 8.3 110.0 65.0 87.7 
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